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BUY THIS SPACE 

To advertise 
your latest products! 
Ring Coleen or Barry on 

01-437 1002 NOW! 

Shards Software is releasing five 
new programs, four for the 
Dragon and one for the BBC B. 
The Dragon tapes are Puzzler, a 
jigsaw puzzle generator (£6.95, 
Junior Pack (£3.95) and Fun to 
Learn (£6.95), two educational 
tapes, and Pettigrews Diary 
(£7.95), a three-part adventure 
taking ‘up 90K in all. For the 
BBC, there's Monster Maths, 
costing £6.95 
Shards Software, 189 Eton Road, 
ford, Essex 1G1 2UQ. 

eoe 
Dixons Software Express isa new 
m ‘om the Dix 
‘ons chain, which offers over 400 
home computer and TV games 
from a range of well-known 
names, Machines covered include 

1 400/800, Commodore 
gon, TH-99/4A and 

Orie. Dixons Software Express 
catalogue is available free from 
all Dixons branches, and you can 
place your orders direct through a 
branch, or 
Orders are said 10 be despatched 
within 24 hours 
Dixons, Prinz House, 54-58 High 
Street, Edgware, Middlesex 

eee 
Ocean Software has been given a 
licence to produce Century Elec 
tronics’ Hunclfback arcade game 
for home computers, Hun 
chback, a version of Kong based 
onthe story of the Hunchback of 
Notre Dame, will be available 
soon from Ocean for the Spec 
trum, Commodore 64, ( 
Dragon and Electron, 

‘order servive 

by post or phone, 

Superior 
Software will be producing a 
BBC version. 
Ocean, Ground Floor, Ralli 
Buildings, Stanley Street, Man 
chester 

eee 
{fyou're worried that your micro 
will break down, Astronics is of 
fering an extended warranty 
scheme which will extend the 
maker's guarantee for three or 
five years, The scheme covers 
‘most popular home micros, plus 
some peripheral equipment such 
sprinters or disc drives. Warran 
ties are available not just for new 
equipment, but for items where 
the maker's guarantee has ex 
pired too. 
Astronics, Unit 2, Eastern In 

dustrial Estate, Jackson Close, 
Cosham, Portsmouth, Hants 
PO6 10 
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NEW FREE 
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24 PAGES OF 

SPECTRUM BEST 
01-789 8546 

SOFTWARE SUPERMARKET 

Rabbit prize 
and spot the diffe 

This game'll go down like a 
bomb with your Spectrum 
page 19 

Better keep out of that alien's 
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Serene Scrum 
THE BEST AT £7.95 SRIGINAL SUPERCHESS gimmamsrenicms, {Meares argores,, 

16k SUPERCHESS £6.95 

COLOSSAL CAVES 
Fico Besos mit Seem Booae (Adventure 1 by Abersof) 

Speech from the Spectrum 
48k Sor aL V-mutmords 7 plus words esos SOFTALK M ‘Spacepames’ 80, eSies 

ALEXANDRA PALACE, AT GROAY Pa AUGUST 

CP SOFTWARE, Dept.HW 17 Orchard Lane, Prestwood, Bucks. HP16 ONN 
TOP RATES PAID FOR HIGH QUALITY PROGRAMS - 

SEND YOUR MATERIAL FOR EVALUATION AND PROMPT REPLY 

SALIFORNIA 
GOLD RUSH 
HOWDEE PARDNERS 

THIS here’s Prospector Jake, | sure am havin’ 
one helluva time tryin’ to peg my claim with them 
Injuns a hoot-in’ and a hollerin’ all over this here 
territory. 

Can YOU help Jake oeg his claim, dodge the 
arrows, avoid the tomahawks, n‘ plant his 
Dynamite ? . . You CAN!! 

graphic : 10 bg atagat Our enjoyment: i YIPPEE. . . You need all your skill & 
YAHTCEE is Fascinating, Absorbing & CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH. . .NOW 
Challenging. for COM 64, Spectrum 48, & Dragon 

SPECIAL OFFER Amazing Arcade Action for £7.95 incl. 
SPECIAL OFFER: Order California Gold Rush NOW 
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From front page 
Woolco hypermarkets, will take 
the full range of computers: 16K 
and 48K Spectrum, Commodore 
64, VIC-20, Atari 60OXL and 
2600XL and the Colecovision 
and Philips games playe 

As the size of the stores drops 
fewer of the range will be stock 
ed, $0 493 will have Spectrums on 
sale and 160 will stock the Atari 
600XL 
Software is being distributed 10 

the stores by Multiple Sound 
Distributors, best-known for its 
Warwick, Chevron and Tempo 

tape labels. 
In a short time the larger 

Woolworth stores would be 
stocking the top 50 computer 
Uitles, said Multiple’s sales and 
marketing director Ben Godbolt 

At first the software would 
@srecly from the computer 

makers, but titles from Ovean 
Rabbit, Quicksilva and other: 
due to 20 on the shelves, 

Mr Godbolt said: "It will take 
time 10 acquire a share of the 
market because the range will be 

ler to start with, But we will 
all the currently 

popular titles. 
“We are running it 

record department with 
force Galling on the stores 
ly, a catalogue and telephone 
sales, 

“[Psomeone calls in and the ti 
tle is in our catalogue but no 
stock we can supply it in 24-48 
hours 
cumstances,” 

Speaking of software houses, 
he said: “*Thereare 300of them in. 
the UK and I’ve tried to find 
of reaching them without talking 
to each one individually."* 

like a 

under normal cir 

© W,H, Smith has brought its 
r of computer 
-shops up to six by opening 

one each in Kensington High 
Street, Cardiff and Exeter last 
week. 

shops. 

FW, Woolworth & Co, 242-246 
Marylebone Road, London NW 

launches 
interface 2 
Sinclair's new Interface 2 

Imagine 
seeks 30 

Imagine, the Liverpool-based 
software house, is seeking 30 
more programmers, says opera- tions director Bruce Ev 
Depending on experience they 
would earn, he 
£6,000-£10,000 a year for pro: 
gramming in machine code for 
the 280, 6502 and 6809 pro- 
cessors, Bonuses could increase 
their earnings by SO per cent 
Imagine Software, 5 Sir Thomas 
Street, Liverpool 

Key to the 
keys © 

Keyboard overlays designed to 
make programming easier have 
been produced for the VIC-20, 
Commodore 64, Dragon and 
BBC computers 

They cost £8.95-£9.95 and, 
said Peter Tucker, joint manag 
ing director of Microguides, "10 a large extent they can free users 
from the handbook.”” 
Microguides, St James House, 
105-113 The Broadway, Ealing 
W13 9BL 

BBCin US 
From front page 

According to Acorn, the 
micros Wong produces will be 
“beefed up", full-specification 
models complete with interfaces 
for disk drive, voice synthesis and 
connection to the Econet net 
work. 

They will come with two sets of 
teacher training notes, and will be 
priced at $995 

Inaddition, Acornissetting up 
a panel of American education 
experts to keep an eye on all 
educational software being writ 
ten for the BBC micro in the US. 

The panel will promote the best 
programs, and encourage com: 
Panies to write software to fill 
perceived gaps in the market 

The first micro will be shipped 
from Hong Kong to the US this 
month. They will be aimed n 
ly at schools, but an Acorn 
spokesman said ‘We're obvious: 
ly hoping they will be bought for 
home use, too.” 

Like Sinclair, Acorn is also 
looking into the possibilities of 
selling the BBC micro in Chin: 
Wong = Electronics 

negotiating on Acorn’s behalf 
with the Chinese government 
which currently has a number of 
BBC machines for evaluation. 

now, cartridge software and | ers, 
joystick ports for the Spectrum 

ently-launched Interface 1 
It enables Spectrum 

owners to use cartridge-based 
software, which plugs into a 
slot on ‘the top of the Int- 
erface 

There are also two joy- 
stick ports, which will ace- 
ept standard 9-way D plugs. 

A separate expansion port 
for the ZX printer is also 
provided, 

The 
£19.95 

Launched along with the 
Interface 2 were ten c: 
games, costing £14.9: 

ix” of these 
Raiders 

Interface 2 costs 

Space 
Planetoids, Hungry 

Horace, Horace and the Spid- 
Chess and Bac! nmon 

are already sold by Sinclair 
in cassette form, 

The other four are Pssst, 
Jet Pac, Cookie and Tranz 
Am, from Ultimate Play the 
Game. 

Sinclair's Interface 2 for the 
Spectrum made its first pub- 
lic appearance last week at 
the Personal Computer World 
show 

The Interface 2 can be 
plugged either directly into 
the Spectrum’s rear expan 
sion port or into the 

Sinclair Research, Stanhope 
Road, Camberley, Surrey 
GU15 3PS 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs articles and tips from 

our readers. 

PROGRAMS should, if possible, be computer 
printed to a width of 48 characters (use a 

new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 
carefully tat they are bug-free. include 

details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

‘conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 
possibly with programming examples. we 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 
Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE If you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H 
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Congratulations to the 25 win- 
ners of our competition in issue 
No. 27. Each will receive a 
package of tapes, worth about 
£40, from CRL. 
We asked you to find a number 

of words scattered throughout 
the magazine and make them into 
a sentence. 

There were nine words — 
counting the hyphen asa space — 
and the sentence was: “BASIC 
stands for Beginners’ All- 
purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Code.”” 

Most entrants got the right 
answer, but it was the first 25 we 
drew out of the large box that will 
get the prizes, 

‘The winners’ prizes will arrive 
from CRL within 28 days. They 
are: 

John Himbury, of London 
SET; S. Harris, of Seaham, Co. 
Durham; Mike Piddlesden, of 
Steyning, West Sussex; Andrew 
R. McGoldrick of Christchurch, 
Dorset; Stephen Smallwood, of 
Bedworth, Warks; William J. 
McCaul, of Paisley, Ren- 
frewshire; 

B. M Woodman, of Redditch, 
Wores; C, Holland, of 
Stourport-on-Severn, Wore 
Alan McKee, of Bishopton, Ren: 
frewshire; C. Bartlett, of War- 
wick, Warks; Adrian ‘Carey, of 
Plymouth; Kevin Grantham, of 
Hull; Nicholas Nettleton,’ of 
Hull; Mr and Mrs J. Greydanus, 
of Portlethen, Scotland; Stephen 
Holland of Market Drayton, 
Shropshire; A. Whitlock, of 
Rubery, Birmingham; B. 
Harvey, of Barking, Essex: 

Software 
that 

switches? 
Computers must be designed so 
software will work on most home 
micros, says the Computer Trade 
Association in a message to 
Whitehall, 

The CTA is setting up a com- 
mittee to decide on formats, but 
thinks about six would be needed 
to cover micros from home 
machines to bigger systems used 
in businesses. One would be bas- 
ed on the 6502 processor for 
home and educational use. 

Mr Backhurst said the CTA 
would also like to see the BBC's 
standards placed in the public do- 
main so they would become an in- 
dustry standard. 

He said: “We have got to get 
something going fast before the 
Japanese MSX' standard takes 
off.” 
Computer Trade Association, 
108 Margaret Street, Coalville, 
Leics LE6 2LX" 

Trevor Harvey, of Fleet, 
Hants; Kevin Sharkey, of 
Stanley, Co. Durham; Mrs S. 
Stonnell, of Flitwick, Beds; 
David Webster, of London SE25; 
Miss L. Knight, of Sittingbourne, 
Kent; R. Finch, of Walsall; Wen- 
dy Lyons, of Reigate; A. A. 
Ayland, of Southampton. 

Ants, fleas 
and turties 

from 
Quicksiiva 

A Scottish sculptor and a pair of 
‘Spaniards are among the authors 
of 10 new programs from 
Quicksilva. 

There are four for the Spec- 
trum, two for the BBC mode! B 
micro and four — Quicksilva’s 
first — for the Commodore 64. 

Sculptor Sandy White, who 
lives in Edinburgh, wrote Ant At- 
tack in what QS has called “soft 
solid 3D". It features a walled ci- 
ty peopled by giant ants which 
have to be destroyed so boys and 
sirls can be rescued. 

According to QS director 
Mark Eyles, Mr White’s techni- 
‘que means the player can choose 
from four camera angles to view 
the scene, giving a realistic play- 
ing area. 

“The Spanish program was writ- 
ten by two people calling 
themselves Paco and Paco, from 
Spain's Indescomp software 
company. It is called Bugaboo 
(The Flea). 
QS has a deal with’Salamander 

to market Spectrum conversions 
‘of games written by Jeff Minter, 
of Llamasoft. The first are Trax 
and the well-known Gridrunner, 
with more to follow. 

All four Spectrum titles cost 
£6.95. 

The four Commodore 64 
‘games — released simultaneously 
in America — are Purple Turtles, 
in which a little man has to crossa 
river; Aquaplane, a speedboat 
game converted from the Spec- 
trum; Quintic Warrior, a space 
zap 'em up game; and an adven- 
ture called Ring of Power in 
which the player has a choice of 
graphics or text at any point in the 
game. Three cost £7.95 and Ring 
of Power is £9.95. 

For the BBC model B 
Quicksilva is launching Mined 
Out, converted from the Spec- 
trum, and The Generator, a 
character generator by Dave 
Mendes, author of Beebart. One 
of the demonstration pages 
features a company called Bacon- 
soft. Both programs cost £6.95. 

Mr Eyles said QS plans to pro- 
duce software for the Electron, 
the “‘cut down" BBC computer. 
Quicksilva, 13 Palmerston Road, 
Southampton, Hants SOI ILL 
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Why micros 
in schoois 
could do 
better 

As microcomputers advance swiftly into the classroom, the 
lack of acommon approach to computer education becomes 
‘more and more apparent. 

There seems to be no recognised program of activities 
that an inexperienced teacher, finding a new computer 
donated to his or her department, can refer to. 

The main source of any aid is through the local or coun- 
tyresource centres, but these are woefully undermanned and 
are largely ineffective. Who, then, can blame the teacher for 
leaving the computer unsupervised and open to just games? 
There is nothing wrong with an element of games play- 

ing — it all helps to create and retain enthusiasm and in- 
terest. But when after-school clubs and even lessons become 
little more than a arena to play and swap the latest arcade 
game, then there is something seriously wrong. 

What is needed is a much more co-ordinated approach 
to the special problems that educational computing brings. 
The government under its various schemes — the most 
widely-publicised being the Department of Industry's 
“Pound for a Pound’ — is seeking to increase computer 
awareness and knowledge in schools, 

Whether you agree or diagree with the methods that 
they are using, the sentiment has to be applauded. Surely 
‘some of the massive sum that has been allocated could be 
‘spent on providing an instructive guide to the teacher? 

I would like to see a national grouping formed con- 
sisting of teachers, educationalists, major software houses 
and interested parents. 

Backed by state funding, these interested parties could 
discuss the special problem and come up with some concrete 
proposals that could be acted upon, and not just end up with 
‘another shelved government report. 

T would particularly like to make a special plea to the 
software houses. The range of educational software for 
many, if not most, micros is very disappointing. 

Much of the material is of a low standard, of little prac- 

tical use and grossly overpriced. Many of the larger software 
houses have not even bothered to write and sell a single pro- 

‘gram for the educational sector. 
The one main exception is the BBC Micro, which due to 

governmental insistence, is found in many schools and is 
wwell-provided with the sort of thoughtful, balanced material 
that other computers desperately need. 

Itseems that this sort of softwareis not as commercially 
viable as the multitude of games software that is available 
for all computers. As it is not profitable enough, it is not 
considered. 

Come on now, you big companies sitting in your ivory 
towers counting your profits, why not invest even a small 
amount into educational software? 
Clive Gifford 
Author of home computing books 
Ashford, Middlesex 



* 48K Spectrum a ie 

a Exhaust your ingenuity in r 
the quest to find The Seven N 
Parchments of Xaro and 
their meaning! Will they split screen graphic 
lead you to undreamt of and text adventurel 
treasures or eternal doom? to braintease you 

Explore the mysteries of the for weeks! 
stockade and puzzle within Adventurous graphics for 
the Pagoda! A spectacular —_ every location. Save routine 

Credit Card Hotline (06286) 63531 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME — GENEROUS DISCOUNTS 
[[Atventurous Programs always wanted. Piease send sample — generous cash payments? 



THE BEST SOFTWARE 
ON EARTH 

COMES FROM PSION. 
a, 

Psion is the source for the best 
software programs you'll ever see ona 
Sinclair Spectrum, 

Our range runs rings round other 
software. In short, it's faster, livelier and 
more colourful. 

Why? 
Ideas. At Psion, they're bigger and 

more ambitious. 
We combined a 12,000-word 

dictionary with complex logic - and the 
result is spectacular: our Computer 
SCRABBLE" program. Then there's the 
‘Horace’ series 

It’s all down to programming skill 
Flight Simulation —a ‘real-time’ program. 
~is a special breakthrough in this field. 
Few other programs make such full use 
of your Spectrum's capabilities 

Inall, there are 12 challenging 
titles, published exclusively under the 
Sinclair label. (Not counting the free 
‘Horizons’ cassette that introduced you 
to your computer.) 

Psion programs for the Spectrum: 
© Flight Simulation * dungry Horace f 

(48k) © Horace and The 
© Chess (48K) Spiders 
© Space Raiders ® Horace goes 
© Planetoids Skiing | 
© VU-CALC * Backgammon 

VU-FILE © Computer 
| © vu-30 (48k) SCRABBLE® (48K) 

Unbelievable? A recent W H Smith 
chart of best-selling Spectrum programs 
speaks for itself. Noless than 7 of the top 
12 cassettes are by Psion. And there's 
more to come. Watch out for our very 
latest program, ‘Chequered Flag! 

In fact, if you're choosing software 

for your Spectrum, there's just one way 
to find the best. 

Look for the Psion symbol on the 
cover of the cassettes. 



Just 
scrolling 

Tim Boone mentioned in his tip 
about scrolling letters, that he did 
tiot understand why POKEing 
23606 with a number other than 0 
scrolled letters. 

It works because 23606 and 
23607 are the low byte and high 
byte respectively of the starting 
address of the character set in the 
Spectrum (15616) and when con- 
verted give values of O and 60. 

Each character is made up of a 
set of eight bytes; the first and last 
Of which in each characterhas the 
value 0, ie, a blank line.at top and 
bottom, 
When 23606 is POKEd with a 

value greater than 0, say 1, then 
the start address of the character 
set then becomes 15617 instead of 
15615. Consequently, all the let- 
{ers printed on the screen lose the 
top blank line, which then ap- 

“ars on the letter alphabetically 
fore it, ie, the blank fine at the 

top of the letter “B" appears at 
the bottom, of the letter "A" 
moving A up the screen one line 
and so on through the whole 
character set. 

This also explains why you are 
able (0 use a redefined character 
et in RAM, putting it wherever 
you need it, The new values for 
23407 and 23606 are calculated 
y! 

for 23607: LET HIGH =(INT 
(ADDRESS/256)) 
for 23606; LET LOW =(INT 
(ADDRESS-256*HIGH)) 

These two values will then in+ 
dicate the point at which the new 
character set is in memory. 

‘A, MacLennan 

Talking 
program 

‘As newcomer to. computing 
{Atari 40), am alone asa one 
fingered typist? When following 
‘program in a magazine with one 
hand how do you press two keys 
together, ie. SHIFT and 
CLEAR etc? A big hand span ? 
Or lose your place in the pro- 
‘ram? 

If several lines are similar it’s 
easy to go back to the wrong ine. 
U think t may fave a solution 
which may help others, 

Luse a small portable cassette 
Fecorder with a built in mike and 
fead out programs aloud. This 
has several advantages: 

‘Two hands to type with (read 
wo fingers). 

‘© Familiarising oneself with the 
program layout, 

pmong these discoveries and 
suggestions could be just what 

you were seeking. Why not 
share your tips? Send them to: 

145 
Tips, Home Computing Weekly, 

¢haring Cross Road, London 
WC2H OEE 

‘@ Fewer typing errors, 
If the program does not work 

then it can be a long and tedious 
job checking through it, but with 
@ quick rewind of the tape you 
can listen to yourself while check- 
ing the screen, 

L must admit it took a little 
while to get my speech down toa 
speed that 1 could type at but 
thereis always a pause button or a 
short rewind, 

ITLR, Styths 

Tuning 
up the 
Oric 

Here is a routine for playing 
music'using the three channels of 
the Orie: 

TS holds the numbers for the 
tune, 

10 TS =*'14321432141414321"" 
20 FOR L=1 TO LEN(TS) 
30.N = ASC(MIDS(TS,1,1))-47 
40 PLAY 7,0,5,2500 
$0 MUSIC 1,1,N,10 
0 MUSIC 2)2,N,10 
70 MUSIC 3,3,N,10 
80 WAIT 15 
9 NEXT 
100 PLAY 0,0,0,0 

B. Wilkinson 

Defined 
characters 
on your 16k 

vie 
To convert a 16K + VIC 10 use 
defined characters, POKE the 
following. 
POKE 648,30:POKE 642,32: 

SYS 64824 (Return) 
Enter as a direct command, as 

this clears the VIC as though you 
hhad just switched on and reserves 
memory below the screen, which 
is wow back at 7680, for defined 
characters. 

But take out any 
51,$2,53,54,55,565, as these are 
no longer needed in a program! 

David Shepherdson 

Garbag 
coliect 
TI-99/4A 

‘One of your reviewers recently 
mentioned the TI-99/4A pausing 
while a program was running. 

This is the garbage collector 
If you EDIT a program line, 

there is a pause before the cursor 
reappears: the computer is 
removing an old line, moving the 
others up and adding the new line 
to the stack. 

Ina running programit is more 
efficient to do this only when 
memory becomes full: in the 
meantime ‘*dead"’ variable 
values are stored. Only when 
memory is full of redundant 
values does the computer take 
time out to throw out the dross 
While it does this, everything 
stops for a short while (even the 
sprites in Extended Basic), 

Garbage collection takes place 
more frequently the longer the 
program. There is no way of 
preventing it, short of avoiding 
Use of the stack (very difficult!) 

Stephen Shaw 

SES 
Keeping TA 

Orle 
If you fear your Oric may be 
faulty because the TAB doesn’t 
work, relax — this is perfectly 
normal. Use SPC is place of 
TAB and you will find absolute 
ly no difference, as long as 
you've got a PRINT statement 
before it 

You can also use EDIT on the 
Oric, though you won't find it in 
the ‘user manual anywhere 
Perhaps the manual needs 
editing? 

Jan Seot 

Just a simple tip for Spectrum 
owners who want to make a 
private program inaccessible to 
anyone except themselves, 

Before SAVEing put in as a 
direct command: 

LET s$="\(some secret word, 
figure, graphic, what have you)'* 
SAVE from a program line 
with an auto-nu 
7000 SAVE “Private”* LINE 5 

‘And use these lines: 
SFOR c= 1T03:CLS: PRINT 

“Access-word, please?"": IN 
PUT 

LINE X$: IF X$ = s§ THEN GO 
TO 15 

10 NEXT C: NEW 
15 CLS (and go on with the pro- 

gram) 
The use of LINE in line $ 

makes it impossible 10 use 
BREAK or STOP so you cannot 
LIST, and without the access- 
word you cannot go on. Try three 
times and you lose the lot! 

After using the program it is as 
‘well to change the word by 
LET s$= "(a new word)" 

and then to SAVE again. 
Do remember the word 

yourself or you've had itt 
Andrew Turek 

This subroutine for the 48K 
Oric-1 allows the user to display 
messages on the top line of the 
display (normally reserved for 
the Orie's messages), This could 
be useful for displaying scores 
ete in games, because this line 
does not scroll with the rest of 
the page 
100 REM ROUTINE 

PRINT ON TOP LINE 
100 MS= "TEXT TO BE PUT 

ON TOP LINE" 
120 FOR C=#BB83 TOF 

ro 

BB83 +36: POKE C,32: 
NEXT C 

130 FOR C= 1 TO LEN (MS): 
POKE #*BBS3+C, ASC 
(MIDS(MS,C,1)): NENT ¢ 

140 RETURN 
The text can be made flash by 

adding 
125 MS = CHRSA@PC) + MS 

If any reader has a 16K Oric 
then 8000 HEX must be sub: 
tracted from all addresses used 

Colin Failes 

TI-99/4A 
Most of the assembly language 
games on TI-99/4A modules 
have a test mode. Return to the 

ime title screen using BACK, 
en quickly press keys *Z#* (cg 

hold SHIFT down and press 8 3 
8). Then respond to the screen 
prompts quickly 

Stephen Shaw fay 
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DRAGON SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Dragonfly 
£6.95 

Hewson Consultants, 60A St 
Mary's Stret, Wallingford, Ox fordshire OX} OEL 

ther with some extras, 
‘One of the first things to do is 

rpm. 1 very this program 
because after 10" failed to increase revs at all. | had switched on the engine but the specified ey failed 10 pro 
duce the desired results. e Never one fo give up casily 1 decided to try various other keys and discovered thatthe ful top bs the correct key. To decrease revs hada similar problem T discovered it was fairy easy to take off but even easier 10 

A flight simulator program writ- 
ten in BASIC. You are the pilot 
of a light aircraft. You have been 
cleared for take off and can 
either fly a circuit to land back at 
the same airfield or fly to 
another airport to land. A radi 
beacon will guide you on eith 
flight. 

At the start you can opt to use 

Adventure 
Plus 
£7.95 

Premier Microsystems, 208 
Croydon Road, Anerley, 
don 

hooded figure mounted 
monster overlooking a cas: 

My packs 

Sir Lancelot 
£6.45 

Alton, 21 Crossbanks, 
W. Yorks BDI8 3RW 
As Sir Lancelot your job is to ex 
plore the evil Lord's castle in 

itis safe and emp: 

Shipley, 

This is another text 
lowing you tof 

hazards, 
and monsters. There 
Vocabulary of 30 v 
magic ruby to help you on your 
way. 

The 
SI 

Program is written in ae 

SS 

quite clear although provided on 
plain piece of paper — no con- 

cession to commerc 
In fact, there was a definite 

el 10 the whole presen 
ation, highlighted by the odd 
spelling mistake and a syntax er- 
ror in line 1850! 

Baccarat 
£8.75 

Cable Software, distributed by 
PSL. Marketing, 52. Limbury 
Road, Luton, Beds. LU3 2PL 
The first thing that hits you 
about this program is the suave 
packaging. It comes in a neat 
presentation box similar to that 
tised for some video tapes. The 
Cover Features a very impressive 
playboy character who appears 
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The reality is a wander 
through a garden via the 
greenhouse, shed and into a 
house. 

Yes, there is more but it 
becomes apparent that the set 
ting is quite ordinary 

However, once the program is 
judged on its own merits one 
discovers an interesting adven: 
ture of medium difficulty 

Although very little assistance 
is given in terms of vocabulary 
this presents few problems, A lot 

lice this is adjusted (I haven’t 
come across any others yet) the 
rogram runs smoothly at dif- 
ferent skill levels. Commands are 
centered one word at a time in the 
usual verb-noun and. the 
responses are fast enough, 

Tmanaged to accomplish a fair 
jount with little difficulty at 

the easiest level and it certainly 
s ideally suited 10 those 

who, struggling with more com: 
plex’ adventures, get frustrated 

No. SAVE feature, unfor 
tunately, and therefore one has 
the tedious business of going 
through all the motions repeated: 
ly MP. 
instructions 80% 
playability 90% 
graphics n/a 
value for money 80% 

to be a mix of 007 and The Saint 
tn fact, when the program is 
foading’ you are informed that 
the game Baccarat was played in 
the James. Bond film, Casion 
Royale “The cover states: “Baccarat is 
card game normally played by 
thes rich and. famous inthe 
tlegant atmosphere of the most 
Exclusive casinos of the world.” 
So it may be, but not being either 
Fgh or famous, {cannot Verify 
that 

Adventures, flight simulation —_| ws-"00 bneral Vor" ako Soadionah teguathe oie 
and card and driving games — ee Oe eO Ls RON ee aR 
all put through their paces by =| f2r™staipésehowmshnsuctions eh 

our review panel ee Sy Sone 
Written instructions are 

cluded and the main 

of HELP js giv 
stages of the game 

The fun, of cours 
discovery. of objects a 
treasure. This is an all-text 
adventure which runs smoothly 

responds quickly enough on 
ering of commands. 
A nice touch is the score which 

can be obtained at any stage and 
al comment on how well you 

rate as a treasure hunter 

jorocco 
cond prix 
(joystick) ee 

‘Truro, Roads 
Microdeal, 4 Tr SJE 
‘Austell, Corn 

Drive 100 

the bottor 
track and of 
towards yOu. The colourful i 

The game is a variation of the 
‘game 21 but here the target score 
is only nine. Picture cards count 

It proved very difficult to load 
and ‘some human intervention 
was needed, loading each section 
of BASIC and machine code one 
at a time, Excellent graphics and 
fan attempt at speech. When a bet 
is accepted the Dragon. calls 
“Banco” in a quite convincing 

T will not go into the rules of 

gin this 
i ye bar: 

race, a) vompetitors. evel does Not 
Hers and the other COMP. ne ple, the difficulty ore ered, its 

escaae, ake RS cae an ome 
ESETAM « Colour — bull SME iy interest waned 
Beawam options BEE WL, ggter afew DIYS. Co, my aastes, 
Ba wa Pa mT lake was 18 SM han 

Jc, which is Best "7 tay even though it i! ho real 
TV and WMS sour code, and provided 8° pe) 
FN challenge, 

insert contains 

Recommended if you want a 
reasonable start to. this type of 
game but once it’s completes 
there areno surprises, MP. 

playability Som 
graphics n/a 
value for money 80% 

oie 
relting fast scores 

of the course 
pen a chart if 

St high enous 
Graphics a u 
Te attrifle raucous side, 

Otten simple vi 
tive. 

However 
{00 sim this game is 

playability raps aie for money 

the game here, but its very much 
f'game of chance and does leave 

like a spectator with 
ery litle choice and almost no 
Skil involved 

DW. 

instructions 150% 
playability 308% 
graphics 35% 
value for money 30% 



16K/48K £5.95 

GALACTIC ABDUCTORS 

KB/JS. 16K/48K 

TINY TOT’S SEVEN 

Mad 
KB 16K/48K £4.95 

AVAILABLE SEPT. 1983 
KONG KB/S 
XENOI KB/JS 

HIGH STREET, HORLEY, SURREY. TRADE ENQUIRIES YY 
> 24 HR. CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 - .4 

t PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.O., itt VISA AVES Tug lEey 
Nee ey Spam gssening | A, DARTFORD, KENT. (0322) 92518 

. Pe ZA A\_ | {| \ Ne peg Pee 



Do you find that work) 
finances makes your head buzz? 
Do you see red? 
Don't worry, now you 
Hilton's Personal Banking 

‘your side, giving you 
‘and 

(hopefully) putting you back 
into the black! 
Maintain permane 
‘and fully detailed, 

SPECTRUM (SK) SaRDEN BIRD 
cant entertaining | 

TRANSPOSE. © 
PLAY TCE goapon ey PV 

DRAGON (32K) 

introduction to 

£5.00 
‘atalogue 

ves of Draon 
fens. INVALUABLE! RUM £12.00 (48K) 

DRAGON £12.00 (32K) 
* BAC £9.95 (32K) PBS only 
guaranteed afler 
maintenance prov 

« 

Memory loc 
om by POST 
OR ANSCASI ACCOUNT 

Hilton Computer Services Ltd 
Dept 8C) 14 Avalon Road, 
‘Orghington, Kent BR6 9AX 

he PS a your lca cneputerore 

HILTON 
COMPUTER 
SERVICES 

IN A ISIS 
CENA INI. 

MICROSPHERE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD 
72 ERY ROAD -LONDON N10 2L. 

TELEPHONE 01-885 9411 

EVOLUTION (48K Spectrum) 
Can you trace the cours 

Only £6.05 

sarod the quality of OMNICALC, HH more program c 
Spectrums in ofcos 

dea! for someone whohas/ust found the 
‘powerful too! Tor anyone who Ras used 

2 original games 
THE TRAIN GAME (any Sos 
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Number One For Texas 
LOOK NEW LOW PRIC. 
Munchman 2 Speech Editor £16.80 
Extended Basic Editor/Assembler 58.00 
Chess Dragon Mix 20.80 
Adventure/Pirate 20.80 Alien Addition 
All Adventures Mini Memory 
Speech Synthesiser Music Maker 
Tunnels of Doom Invaders 
Terminal Emulator Parsee 

LANTERN 
Battlestar Attack 
Operation Moon 7.95 
Scrolmaster Ascot Stakes 7.95 
Pearl Diver Code Breaker 5.95 
Daddies Hot Rod Troll King 6.50 

airge range of Books now available for T199/4A 

TEXAS CC40 COMPUTER £179.95 
1LUS MANY MORE PROGRAMMES 

Remember! There are no extra charges at Galaxy 
All prices include VAT and postage. Send SAE for full list. Send 

cheque with order or phone or use Barclayeard or Access, 
TI-USER a new publ with 

rams, reviews, competitions, 
isory service £6.00 pa 

VISA 60 High Street, Maidstone Kent 
GE 1 clephone: (0622) 682575 & 679205 

[ TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
PILOT 

A great new flight simulation game for the une 
aphics display of landing strip and ‘map, plus updated i 

strument panel, Options for take-off, landing or in flight, Full instruc- 
tions included, Graphics and sound. 

£5.95, 
tures include $ skill levels, ton invasion fleet. F 

graph salaxy map, phasors, photon torpedo 
fong range scans, damage reports, shield control, impulse and 
drive. Eight by eight galaxy. Full instructions included, Graphics and 
sound, 

Send cheque or P.O. or telephone with Acess/ 
immediate despatch, Please add S0p p&p to order 

Orders over £7 post free. 
APEX SOFTWARE 

s rT 

Visa for 
under £7, 

....is coming 



TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

Think carefully —you may 
lose your computer 

Micro Checkers is a game of 
strategy for two players. The ob 
jectisto capture and destroy your 
opponent's microcomputer 

You have seven chips todo bat 
le with. These must not only be 
used for attacking your enemy’s 
micro, but also for defending 
your awn, Players may move any 
Of their pieces (including their 
micro), one square diagonally in 
any direction, on each of their 
turns, 

You select which player to 
nd where to move it to, by 

pressing the appropriate letter 
keys as prompted on the sereen 

To capture an opponent's 
piece, including th 
simply move to the square’ that 

mictO, You 

Hints on conversion 
CALL CHAR(ASCI code 

umber, hexadecimal string) 
defines the pattern to be given 
to the character with the 
ASCII code stated, 

CALL HCHAR(row umber, 
‘column number, ASCII code, 
number of repetitions) places 
character with ASCH stated, 
at row and column specified, 
and optionally repeats it 
horizontally the number of 
times stated 

CALL VCHAR(ow number, 
column number, ASCII code, 
umber of repetitions) works 
in the same way as CALL 
HCHAR only repeats ver 
tically 

CALL GCHAR(ow number, 
column number, numeric 
variable) equivalent of PEEK, 

ns ASCII code of 
character at row and column 
stated to numeric variable 

| CLEAR clears the screen 

COLOR(characrer set, 
foreground colour code, 
background colour code) 
specifies foreground and 
background colours. for all 
‘characters in set specified 

CALL SCREEN (colour code) 
specifies screen colour using 
solour code 

CALL SOUND(duration, fre~ 
quency, volume) produces 
sound. Duration in 
milliseconds, frequency. in 
Hertz (or noise code), and 
Volume in scale from 0 loudest 
to 30 quietest 

CALL KEY(key unit,k,s) equiv- 
alent of INKEYS, returns 
code of key pressed invariable 

Micros are the targets in this 
two-player strategy game 

written by Lance Booth for the 
standard TI-99/4A 

How it works 
haracters and 120-260 define 

colours 
270 sets scres 
20 clears sere 
290-360 displays board 
370-600 displays play 
{610-740 displays square guide 
750-800 game loop 
810-1050 move routine 
820-840 select old square 
850-880 situation chec 
890-900 clear old position 
910-930 swap variables 
940-960 select new square 
970-1000 situation check 
1010-1040 display new player 
1060-1190 select square 
1070-1100 select row 
1110-1120 delay loop 
1130-1160 select column 
1170 is square on board 
1180 look at new position 
1200-1540 what happened 
1210-1240 bi 

1290-1320 destroyed own micro 
1330-1370 plays music 
1380-1540 winne 
1550-1670 disp 

piece is occupying, Be careful 
Where you move — you might 
destroy one of your own pieces or 
leave yourself open to attack 

If you make an illegal move or 
don't follow instructions or try to 
move on of your opponent's 
pieces than you will be 
qualified and will lose the game 

This program was written for 
the standard TI-99/4A but 
should be convertible for use on 
any computer with user-defined 
characters 
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Here’s part three of my 
Hallowe'en adventure for the 
VIC-20, with 3K expansion. It’s 
similar in structure to part two — 
again you have 10 rooms and you 
have to find more stairs. 

Thave written the program so 
that you can use it even if you 
misyed parts one and two in last 
week's Home Computing Week 
ly 

And, like last week, part three 
is independent of part four, so 
you can play the game without 
waiting for the final part next 
week. 

As | mentioned in the first arti 
cle, it is a good idea to get a friend 
to type in lines 800-900, These are 
the lines which tell you how to do 
it and it will spoil the game for 
you if you read them 

You have several commands to 

Examine 
Look 
Go 
N.S and W 
Shoot 
Get 
Drop 

This is the way the screen 
presents the information: 

HALLOWEEN 

You are ina 
dusty room, 

VISIBLE EXITS: N E 

You can see 
TIN 

PAINTING 

What now 

You would th er Your 
command, such as EXAMINE 
TIN or, if you want to go north, 
type N 

1, dand REOR loopy 
RS NALS and W DATA 
AS all input 
NMS your command 
QS and ES temporary stores 
F(T to 10) fiag 
C41 40 10) what you 
11 to 20) where things are 
18(1 to 20) what things are 
NO number of iter 
RO room you are ins 

Which way 
will you turn 

now? 

Our Hallowe'en adventure is 
being published over three 

issues, but each week you can 
play the game without the 
other parts. Alan Blackham 

who wrote the program for the 
VIC-20 plus 3K of extra RAM, 

explains... . 

How it works 
20-135 print information 
200-300 check for examine 
300-400 check for N,E,S or W 
500-600 check for get 
{600-700 check for drop 
800-960 check for other vom: 

mand 
9000-9070 print 

stand 
9300-9349 press a hey 
10000-10070 print; Well done 

Tdow't under 

40000-40280 initialise 

Hints on conversion 
This program should easily con. 
Ver! 10 any micro, The special 
commands for the VIC are: 
POKE 36879, charige sereen 

colour 
PORE 36N78,X volume 
POKE 36874 (9 3OK77 sound 

channels 
POKE 198.0 clear keyboard 

builter 
SYS 64802 reset computer 
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Vic-20 PROGRAM 

MICRODRIVE COMPATIBILITY 

PROGRAMMABLE JOYSTICK 
_— JOYSTICK 

2a INTERFACE 
a’ “Spectrum | 
vn or ZX81 Se a 

JOST [CKS 
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COMPETITION 

£1,000-worth of Rabbit. 
software must 
Spot the differences and you 
could add some great Rabbit 
games to your software col- 
lection. 
We've got £1,000worth to give 

‘away to owners of VIC-20, Spectrum 
and Commodore 6§ computers 

‘That's about £40-worth of Rabbit 
tapes for every one of our 25 winners. 

‘And, as you would expect from 
Home Computing Weekly, the com- 
petition is free, fun to do and easy to Enter. 

‘The prizes 
Rabbit Software will choose a selec- 
Vion of tapes worth about £40 for each 
of the 25 winners, 

VIC-20 owners will get & package 
‘chosen from the following: 

Lunar Lander Myriad 
Paratroopers English Invaders 
‘The Catch critters 
Escape MCP Cyclons 
Anti-Matter S 
Skramble 
Quackers 

If you've got a Spectrum your prizes 
will be from this ist: 
‘The Birds Potty Painter in the Jungle| 
Lancer Lords Paratroopers 
Escape MCP Race Fun 
Centropods Quackers 
Frogger 

‘And users of the Commodore 64 
Will receive a selection of these titles: 
Murder Graphics Editor 
Paratroopers Escape MCP. 
Cyclons Annihilator 
Ceniropods 

How to enter 
Look carefully at the two cartoons 
below, drawn for us by Chris Adam- 
‘Smith. 

There are a number of differences 
between the two. Circle the dif- 
ferences on the right-hand cartoon 
‘and then fill in your name, full ad- 
dress and the make of your computer. 

‘Then cut around the broken lines, 
seal the drawing with coupon attach: 
cd in an envelope — and write clearly 
‘on the back of the envelope the 
number of differences you found. 

Post your entry to Rabbit Com- 
petition, Home Computing Weekly, 
145 Charing Cross Road, London 
“WC2H OEE. 

Entries close at first post on Oc- 
tober 21, The winners will be the first 
25 correct entries opened, regardless 
of computer. at noon on that day. 

Copies of the coupon will not be 
accepted. Thesolution and the names 
of the winners will be published in the 
nhews columns of Home Computing 
‘Weekly and the prizes will arrive from 
Rabbit within 28 days of the publica- 
tion date of that issue. 

‘The small print 
The first 25 correct entries drawn at noon Friday October 3), 198), wil wi the prises Coupons which aro uly completed and faveoper without the number of ale ferences found onthe back wil nx be con sidered Tetris will not be accepted from employes of Angus Spedalst Publica {fons Rabbit Software’ and Alabaster 
Pasnnore & Soon This reiction alo ap Piles fo employes" fries and agents Thecompanie “The minnes names andthe solution wil im Home Comparing Weehiy. The ‘stkor' decision 1 final and BO: cor. Tespondence wil be entered into 
aT 

Entry Coupon 

post 

‘Computer 

Number of differences found: 

code 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
Eat time_you_ comple dumpling Seek! 5 ree oe £5.50 with two lines of a poem, which 

Imagine, Masone Buildings, foo" prs oa nee eee Bichange St, East Livepoot fines ons, 9 
May reviews tll you that cer. "GR2 otis very well ex- tan games ave adda, bus Ta ecug RETR ne wel Even up al Nope of finding one, Seven geminal animated ul time ping ack” eta: umpteen 
various levels. As the levels run across the screen pursued by 

reach ibe top of the seen "orp civ eemeat fal andie wih ars cling bsg ere hess eee 
I you ty jumping when tere Sig 70 fel stone mere 

forms, but not only are ieee Playability 
object ais, ees and ine Rarer wilh to name but tee! x ke 

down the sere, "You must Program boasts another first — dodge around the green obstacles Ant Attack Voice controlled firing. tnd destroy the ants before they 48K £4.95 The voice command really destroy you works very. well provided you! 
follow the’ instructions 

This week’s 
Spectrum of 
games... 
ae 
-. .Includes some of and new 
ideas in software. Are they 
good ideas? This is what our 

reviewers thought 

Swarms of magenta ants race hitting bigger things, and it may be that the brilliance of this pro- 
gram has been applied to. the 
wrong format, Even s0 it is well (you have three set up-and good fun. PC, lives). If hit, the ants become in fact obstacles themselves, instructions ase Macronics, 26 Spiers Close, _ firing occurred if anything was The game is rapid and staged, playable 85% Knowle, Solihull B93 9ES said, even across the room: and there are some surprises — graphics 808 You are dreaming of the ants so watch out | Macronics were the people who value for money 858% you have destroyed today inthe Sound is reminiscent of bird brought moving graphics to the rden, but in your nightmare ZX80 so we have cor song, but at least it's not tedious. r= = ==1 tO expect you are reduced to their size and Use of colout is fair ood things from them. This must fight the battle anew Potting ants is ot as fun as 

Galectic or you can ose Be ROE Jailbreak Fuller joysticks. The graphics are smooth but uninspiring. £4.90 Galactic, Jailbreak i accom Apocalypse Software, $-7 Stert panied by *'Snake" in which yes Abingdon, Oxon 

first. Since the game demands sxe, i's etter 
cun py lighning ek. 

£5.9 plied wi a display is Re The screen and. helps conjure 
Vortex, 280 Brooklands Road. —maginative and. help here, as does the 
Manchester M23 9HD the right atmosph 

You've guessed it you are in con- sraphics are nd, At times the gra iid Wther indistinct; for examples trol of a gradually extending Retive the excitement of the Wild rather insisting fOr TOe2 on « worthy at snake and must avoid turning Wet inthis lick-action game! (he gun sight it : 
at dragging new life from back on yourself or bumping in You're a Marshall aiming £0. some DACkETOUN ying game e Invaders concept, As to the surround, send those mean gunstingers. Gun in Invaders, you must shoot Points are gained by running down the aliens whilst avoiding into diamondsshaped blobs that ther fie, but the similarities end appear and degenerate rapidly, red fandyou-must avoid the other The aliens fly along the screen Obstacles. towards a centrally placed jail Although where three of their com) 

a i yy feat To, Boot Hill AS qqg here's ahigh-bounly entne 
Jk the outlaws in the dusty to make it, more eM tg 

JO an swing eft Or right eye time you mosey 00 COW? A sre ar shady figures in dOOT- jhe software store, wive Gun Fe 
trays and windows, You have 1° pin, they won't give YO 

James Gan 

Snake becomes son a fast — * ions i atriots challenging on the harder levels isccond chance, Kill a Bad 84 ytruton 70% ae captured. They then remove dia enjoy i much Galactic you collec 8 omen Baehl ae Me apes the thn temoye dd ey i much Ca 2B ue an iqoreal mat rape, Prion, and when roule har _ below the sianderd ness dolarroutver wasted 8 Pi valu Been cleared ‘a captive can. bet Spectrum games. S.E bullet liberated, in which case you lose 

control keys a bit 
ne of the instruc iactretoon Viound some ote Si Ee aif playabil sions rather confusing and he Although the game is not par-_Brabnves | ticularly fast, except when only a value for money few aliens remain, itis sacprs ingly ficult. The keys are wel 

Alien Insects You must jet and instruction sequences. In the 
our back pack and laser pundo- latter the rippling a 

| 48K £4.95 tag away wih the advancing in- ualy 4 oulance but you cap 
| Mi 26 Spiers Cl sects. They must be hit in the stop it if you like. This is a pe 

Kove: Bo 1 OF ae 10 disint te. They come game. rom 
| Knowle, Solihull B93 9ES ee oe eae bey come 

sare doing ther best to _faser If you are very suse instructions 
Micorteald of muropeas 2 aborile terror appears that playabl 
first ants, now invading insects. ost difficult to-evade. 4) EEAPINES | 
The outstanding feature in this Tie eee ene 
game is the sound, which exploits 3 tke Ee (sets of vodloen * * * * * 

The Sprout flyout the all of ame } ‘The praphics aren't bad, either ast 
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Can you bomb your 
way to wand ite 

he building of the city 
beneath you loom ever nearer, 

fuel gauge shows that 
there’s no time to lose. If you 
don’t bring your plane in to land 
soon, you'll come down to earth 
witha fatal crash as your fuel 
uns out. 

Your only hope is to fly across 
the city, using your bombs to 
clear a’ runway to land on. 
Key 1 takes you up, 2 takes you 
down, and 0 drops a bomb. Off 
you g0 — and don’t delay 

safety? a 
A410) 

50) 
S100 DERM eres meE 

This version of the ever- 
popular Bomber game, for any Variables 
Spectrum, is presented by peepee and pee 

Timothy Lowe Tiel meter 

D 
BOHOGGO 

T 2 
42 
431 
+2 ATT 

b)=@ OR ATTR (3,644) a2 THEN 
+5 1920 

b 
ca 

so 
4a 

a: 
45 

Ler 
4s 

750-780 
790-1030 

_rsets height of buildings 

REM SCREEN DISPLAY 
FOR i#@ TO 31 
LET reINT_(RND#9) +4 
Briers § 
Barkt Arse 

rma 
@ IF ATTR (a,b) =2 OR ATTR (a 
J=2 OR ATTR (8, b+2) =z OR, 

IF INKEY THEN LET caat 
=b- GO SUB Sse Orr a=30 THEN GO SUB 1000 

4a" THEN LET ana+ 
PRI 2-1/6. 
@ IF INKEY$="2" AND a>2 THEN 

: PRINT AT 991,b-13" 
OIF INKEYS="8" THEN LET c=a+ 
LET d=b-i: GO SUB S30 

EF b=e38 THEN PRINT AT @,b-2 
: LET be@: LET 4a: LET 

IF f=f THEN GO SUB 75¢ 
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AEG eR Ca 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Ler 

639 IF INKEYS="1" THEN CET a 

650, IF ATTR 

Go To 

S80 IF 
590 LET 
6Q@ IF ATTR (a, OR ATTRA (a, 
b+) =2 OR ATTR {a,b+2) =2 THEN PR 
INT AT a,b; "ADE": GO TO 1020 
610 BEEP @.002 

AND a>2 THEN 
NT AT |a41,b-2;" 
(41,4) =2 THEN LET 

c=@ THEN : PRINT AT c-2, 
b_RETURN 
Ip c=21 THEN PRINT AT c-1,d 
RETURN: 

ana-2: 

shbuT 

8,3; "WELL DONE YOU 
is-ie To 18: BEEP 

2 NEXT i: INK 7: PRINT AT ANOTHER GAHE cy¥sN3 "> INPUT a’ IF ag="n" THEN STOP Popa 2;,"YOU CRASHED 3 
NTO THE BUILDINGS": FOR i=Be TO BEEP _@.05,i: NEXT i 

52 INK 73 “ANOTHER 
ENbuT 3: °IF age n" 

ARCADE GAMES: ADVENTURE GAMES: 

Moonster Quark Data £6.95 ARE £6.90 
Tivaders Arcadia £5.30 Satellite Agr £6.90 
Mushroom Mt Arca 6.30 Severn 6.98 
Xenon-t tk £8.50 Mines of Saturn Mikrogen is9s 
Monster Trap Compuden £498 Space Crystal Quark Data fo.9s 
Hoppe pss f69s Zodiac Tansont £9 
emuipede PSs 598 

' Galaens Saliek £695 BUSINESS GAMES | 
Harrier Attack Durell 9S Stock Market Compuden £5.95 
ta Fighter Durell 98 Dallas ces £x.00 

Dinkey Kong Severn £698 Airline ces £8.00 
f MISCELLANEOUS EDUCATIONAL 

Amaze £6.98 Candy Floss 
F gos i uk £7.50 

9 OV Elephy £6.00 
} 30 Pa Elephant i530 

Word Processor Tunipe «7.30 
Orie Dust Cover £3.30 CASSETTE RECORDERS: 
Caselte lead 7 pin-jcks 00 Orle Primer cable £17.00 Datex DX3. Computer Cass Rec f29.98 
Orie Joystick Port + FREE game E1498 Pye TR3652 Cassette Revorder 22:50 
Joysticks for above (pair) £13.95 

SPECIAL OFFER! 10% discount when purchasing 3 or more software items 
* *& *& * CHEAP PRINTERS * * * * 

star Desi0 80 col, 100sps, F/T, 2K buffer MRP 33235 Our price 2238 ||) 
Star DPsIs 136 col, 10dkps. F/T. 2K baler 45885 i800 Star STX80 80 col, 6deps. friction, thermal 171.35 149.95 
Shinwa CPN 80 col, 60cpss friction 382.35 
Sckosia GP1O0 $0 col 315100 
Epson MX80 ribbon 3.95 
Star DPSIO/ DPSIS ribbon 298 
All our pies incude VAT and delivery to UK mailand. Prices subject o change without notice. Please send cheque or 0. with order. ACCESS weceped. 

broke Green, Lea, MALMESHURY, Wills SNI6 9PB, Tel: 0 

* & & & & ORIC SOFTWARE & & & & & 
— 
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Revealed: the hidden 
mode for more colourful 

The Commodore 64 has four text 
modes of operation. According 
to the Commodore manual there 
is only one that the BASIC and 
operating system will support 

This is not so. With one simple 
POKE the Commodore 64 is put 
into “*Extended Background 
Mode"’, 

This allows four different 
background colours instead of 
the original one. The instruction 
to enable extended background 
mode is: 

POKE $3265, (PEEK(53265) 
OR2 6) 

And to get back to normal text 
mode: 

POKE. 53265, PEEK 
AND (255-(2 86) 

(53265) 

There is (of course) one small 
snag. Only 64 characters may be 
displayed and they are the ones 
with POKE codes of 0 to 63 on 
pages 132 and 133 of the Com: 
modore 64 user manual 

This is because the normal 
character set is based on ei 
bits, so there are 256 differ 
characters. For an explanation of 
bits etc. look in the user manual 
from page 76 onwards. 

So the new character set has six 
bits for the character and two bits 
for the background colour. This 
means there are 64 characters 
available and four different col- 
ours, 

How it works 
110 set extended background 

‘our mode 
130 ground colour 0 
140 set background colour I 
150 set background colour 2 
160 set background colour 3 
190-220 dis 

screen in 16 colours 
230-260 increment the fou 

280 delay loo 
290 loop round 10 ¢9 

Each of the four colours can be 
any of the 16 available normally 
to the ordinary mode. 
Foreground colours are not af- 
fected. 

‘The new character set is comi= 
posed of four blocks of the same 
64 characters and each block has 
adifferent background colour, so 
to print an A with background 
colour 0 yqu would just PRINT a 
normal A, to print an A in 
background colour 1 you would 
PRINT ashift A, to print an Ain 

Just one simple POKE and the 
Commodore 64 allows four 

background colours, not one. 
Mike Roberts explains and asks: 

Why didn’t Commodore 
mention it? 

background colour 2 you would 
PRINT a reverse field A, and to 
print an A in background colour 
3 you would PRINT a shifted 
everse field A, and this applies to 
all of the first 64 characters in the 
character set 

The colour of each of the 
background colours is set by 
POKEing one of four registers, 
one for each background colour: 
These POKE locations are given 
below 

background colour 
POKE 53281, X 
background colour 1 
POKE 53282, X 
background colour 2 
POKE 53283, X 
background colour 3 
POKE 53284, X 
X would be any number bet 

ween and 15 to define a colour 
in the normal way 

The program demonstrates the 
use of this technique, and will cy 
cle through all the colours and 
background colours. 

Overall the advantage of this 
mode is its similarity 10 the nor 
mal mode of the Commodore 64 
at start up and programs can still 
be listed, edited and written, and 
the mode really comes into opera 
tion when something is being 
printed on the screen under pro: 
gram control. 

Have fun with this mode, but 
ask yourself: Why didn’t Com- 
modore tell anyone about it! 



WRITE YOUR OWN MACHINE CODE ADVENTURES WITH 

THE QUILL 
FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM AT £14.95 

Our Software is now available trom many computer shops nation: 
wide, or direct trom us by post or phone. SAE for details. Dealer 

enquiries weicome. 

GILSOFT TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER 

pa = 30 Hawthorn Road, Bar Souncem cross Tel: (0846) 736369 

STATISTICAL LIBRARY 
All tapes carry a DATAFILE program that enables 

the user to INPUT-EDIT-SAVE-READ data on tape. 

TAPE Descriptive Statistics 6.99 TAPEVI— : Principal Components 19.95 
: Statistical Tests 14.95 TAPE VII = Factor Analysis 19,95 

Probability Distribution . . 14.95 TAPE VIII : Time Series and Forecasting 19,95 
: Multivariate Datafile . 14.95 

Hatlog eoeiicienty Statistical Library 100.00 
TAPE V Step-Wise Multiple Regression and BBC-Model B (disk) 125.00 

Analysis of Variance in Regression BBC-B and Spectrum-48K (8 tapes) 100.00 

19.95 ZX-81 (7 tapes without Datafile) ..70.00 

Saga Software House 
Scientific and Business Packages for 

BBC-Model B, Spectrum-48K, ZX-81(16K) 

133A High Street, Acton 
LONDON WS 6LY 
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the Last Jedi 
ask SEeceram 

and 
-an find it! 

only ¢ 
and kill 

Their ship has three fighters The display shows an elev: Batneh estan zane, EG Spectrum with rockets and bombs, and of a section of the planet surface, instructions 60% €5.59 limited fuel “which canbe with all the targets and hazards 808% \ replenished from the surface Braphics 708 C-Tech Computer Software, 184 The mutants have rocket At the top a larger area is value for money 60% Market Street, Hyde, Cheshire drifting space mines and the shown, with fuel and fighters re e 
Rocket Raiders is a familiar type them Respo ie for one oF two pl 

ake, open 

seg cre, cian Seek ate extra- 
scotia Sa pemes eae H conan ===] terrestrial 

problems fpadior ie So ‘t even find the = 

splat, ah nf terrorists loader allowed loading product, the loading problem tinue, and tevealed the ps ‘dome he nt pe 
PR etic “>. fg AS the film poster says, not all 
rchpeloctorn fade extra-terrestrials are friendly. 
Gtuciayaut of tune endton Bnyaity The ones in these games 

Agee eee Sertainly aren't. 
Le 

You visit a rugged planet to 
destroy the hostile mutants 

The cassette loaded first time, 

sabre, 

Meet the 

with brief but adequate instruc 
tions. The well-chosen key con: 
rols are also listed on the insert 

ty levels means the game could 
soon become dull. A competent 

Response is immediate and 
realistic, but the lack of difficul 

Alien Dropout = 
BBC Model B 

£7.95 
tion 9 start at any of th 
ficulty levels, 

The « 

A large moth flutters top cen. “yey ROY 
tre screen dropping vertical bombs. Each side of it are five boxes which gradually fill with sinall moths, when full, a moth is released to dive and bomb yur laser which you control by Z and X with 

me!) but Tailed to" crash Wt of discover any bugs — apart from the moths. A hall of fame ch Is includ for the hig 

iE you destroy 200 of these playa oer then mummy moth, usually in- graph % destructable, attacks and also Saige oo becomes vulnerable. insti = Addicts, this isa. version of Zygon, very fast and true to the original 

are supplied on 
required, with an op: 

e six dif 

either — yet this game is as good 

ia are very pretty — but dead- sound tee ¢ ue in fact these moths are 

Reg nt 

guid fed down to the planet sur 

fek ‘up to the shin, avoiding 

be cleared E Arena til 
TI-99/4A 
(extended 
BASIC) £8 wood, inard Games, 14, Brideewo 

Liars Camesigors, Sovonsite 
Trix 
ena is hee game oe 

altars mcs the arcade 
ton tha THe top ofthe screen 
favourites Tijspiays otal f 

ves lost and sect ithe end of a cun the tile 

he figing the Keyboard (your progress is given OF & 

tore 
aie starting the nest BME 

wtih parses over the ily tr 
Win of a planet where, by arOpp- 

Malue for money 

x xX) 

Kamizaze 
Spectrum 48K 

£6.90 
A.& F Software, 830 Hyde Road, 
Manchester M18 7JD 

This multi-wave invaders/galax 
ians derivative in which you con- 
trol a laser base to shoot down 
the swooping nasties (sound 
familiar?) has a glaring defes 

‘button, and yet if you accidental 
ly hit the space key (adjacent to 
the symbol shift) the game ter 
minates and you are presented 
with the operating instructions. 

simple to correct 
part from the keyboard pro: 

blem, this offering compares 
favourably with any game you 
would find in an amusement ar 

T felt like putting my foot cade. MB. 
through the screen when this first 

ppened and unfortunately it instructions 60% 
ippened quite frequently with playabili 950% 

other players too. graphics 900% 
This mars an otherwise ex- value for money 90% 

cellent game, with good playing 
rhythm and ‘lots of excitement 
However. it should be relatively , a ae ae ae 
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YEP FOLKS —IT'S*HERE. _ *#tmesaw 
Dragon 
Com, 64 

CALIFORNIA 

GOLD RUSE 
HOWDE DO PARDNERS 
This here’s Prospector Jake, | sure am havin’ one 
helluva time tryin’ to peg ma claim with those damned 
Injuns a hootin’ an a hollerin’ all over this territory. Ma job 
gets harder as | move from one Gold Field to another. | 
know, that is me an’ ma stubborn hornery ol’ Mule here 
know of 24 rich an’ | mean rich seams of pure Gold. All it needs to make 
this here ol’ critter happy is that you help me peg every doggone last 
one of them claims. 

Can YOU help Jake become rich, help him peg his claim, dodge the 
arrows, avoid the tomahawks, and plant the Dynamite in just the right 
place? ... YOU CAN!!! 

YIPPEE . . . Git yer Picks an’ Shovels and join the CALIFORNIA 
GOLD RUSH... NOW 

Amazing Arcade Action . . . Stunning Sound and Graphics 
Available NOW for Commodore 64, Spectrum 48, and Dragon 

£3 29H incudingPap 

SPECIAL OFFER SPECIAL OFFER SPECIAL OFFER 
Order CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH before August 14 FREE 
and get a 10-game Cassette of terrific games . . . 

COMING SOON 

LEAPIN’ LANCELOT: Medieval Machine Magic to enthral you 
GALACTIC SURVIVAL PAK: Every Astro-Traveller must have this! 

i) 

Address 

We always need Dynamic Dealers 
and Imaginative Writers 



ATARI PROGRAM 

the ship to hell ina 
mi Escape to the shu 
was the only answer but pa 
alien’ 

As the engines cyeled towards 

Can you 
escape from 

Hints on conversion 
Ic is possible with a litle work 

to convert this game for most 
micros, 

{In general, if you don’t have a 
command shown here, leave it 

fusion reacion, she dashed from 
room to room through the madly 
opening and clos 
spacesuit held air enough to make 
it to the shuttle hatchway — she 

And always, lurking 
somewhere, was the alien, sear 
ching for its final victim 

In this game, you play Zipplie, 
‘attempting to reach the safety of 
the shuttle, You begin in the top 
left corner of the room-grid. By 
moving through the doors when 
they open, you must reach the 
bottom right corer where the 
escape hatch is located: 

The alien begins at the hatch 
‘and will attempt to intercept you. mali te dour cure roan 

You also dieif your airrunsout 

ie doors, Her 

of t! 

the alien 
trap? 

The ship's about to blow up and 
your air's running out 2nd 

there's a hostile alien breathing tual colours 
down yee neck — now get ou ort ee 

at, in Marc Freebu 
frantic game for either Atari 

out: Some must be replaced with 
your own equivalents; 
SOUND replace or leave out 
LOCATE return colour value of 

‘co-ordinate X,Y in variable Z 
COLOR color 0 is background 

COLOR.1,2,3 should be 
STICKSTRIG STICK returns 

the current joystick position. 
This can easily be converted 10 
keyboard. STRIG returns 1 if 

button is pressed, 
SETCOLOR determines the ac 

presented by 

GRAPHICS 0 indicates normal 
Text screen = a sort of CLS, 
The one on line 390 is a 4 col 
our graphics mode, 80 

iis shown by a bar at the bot horizontal by 48 vertical, with 

proach, a 
close and fast, or 

The SOUND option 
} an audible *traver’ to by 

» both Zipp 
ill generate a different 

cording to wh 
I found the g 
without the trac 
ficult to wate 
the door 

The difficulty option 
ber of doors 

time, A higher difficulty 
fewer doors and this loses 

time and air 

228 NEXT us 

om each is in 
harder TON TO BEGIN’ 

250 FOR [=258 T0 5 
SOUND J, 1+J418,8:FOR 

2255 O¥PEEK( 768 +1 

hatch acts ike any omer dour, | | 168 OFM AS¢4>2SNO=1:O1FF=5 and thus may trap you atthelast: | | A2@ GRAPHICS 33SETCOLOR 2,6,6:SETCOLOR 4 
18@ RESTORE 181@:COLOR 1:FLAG=8 
196 FOR 1=1 TO 22:READ x.¥ 
20@ IF X<48 THEN DRAHTO x.¥ ed 216 IF X>=4@ THEN PLOT X-40,4 lows for 

Bo8"Re EF OR Jee TO 3s 
XTUEFOR K=1 TO 20PNENT K 
26@_POKE £0856 PEEK 768 )=255 )+¢ PEEKC 788 » 
276 IF STRIG(6)=6 THEN I=@:FLAG=1 
286 NEXT I: IF FLAG=@ THEN 258 

pu Rg orinntetop lef corner 
OLDRAWTO PLOT i ple 

Pepe curren COLOR wt NY 
DRAWTO Is plot a line form 
the last co-ordinates plotted io 
X,Y in.the current colour 

How it works 
100-280 front page routines 
290-380 options page, Uses the 

three Alar keys. OP 
TION,SELECT,START 

390-470 draw the board 
480-510 jnitalise all varlabley 
$20.70 move player 

NE 660-740 open and close doors 
750-860 end of game 
370-1000 sucessful run routine 1O10-1020data o writ bigleters 

‘on front page 

Cc» 
x PRESS BUT 

O 26:NEXT 

296 FOR I1=@ TO 3:SOUND 1,6,6,@:NEXT | 
320, GRAPHICS 18:POSITION 3,0:7, #6;"selec 

#65" DIFFICULTY 1-5)": 
CT’ INVERSE 

ITION 3,327 #65 
RT’ 1S INVERSE 

330 POSITION 19,22? IF SND 
N POSITION 17,627 #6. 
340 IF SNO=@ THEN POSITION 17.627 

358 FOR 
360 IF 
EN OIFF=1 
370 A=PEEK( 53279: IF A=3 THEN SND=<(SNO=@ 

TO 84:NEXT I 
> THEN CIFF=DIFF+1:1F OIFF>S TH 

‘OKE 768,0:COLOR 1 
110 42 STEP 6?PLOT @+1:0RAHTO 

420 PLOT 3,47:0RAHTO 3.44:0RAHTO 6.44:0R 

ALTO 6.47:PLOT 3,46:DRAHTO 6,46 
438 PLOT 3,44:0RAHTO 12.44:PLOT 10.44:0R 
ARTO 16,47:PLOT 8,47:DRAHTO 12,47 
{BB oEAOT .b4g87;ORAHTO 14,442DRAHTO 16.44 
#DRAHTO 16,45:DRAHTO 14,46:PLOT 16.47 
450 _POKE 71972558 COLOR 3:PLOT 20,45: DRAW 
TO 5@,45:PLOT 28,46:DRAHTU 56,46 
484 COLOR 1:PLOT 19,44:DRAHTO 19,47:PLOT 
51,44:DKAHTO 51.47, 

476 FOR I=15 TO @ STEP -1:FOR J=@ TO 3:8 
GUND Jodb11 486 12NEXT JEPOKE 708.644 15-1 

430 REM *%** VARIABLE INITIALISATION #4 
490 X=3:'Y=3:COLOR 2:PLOT X.¥ 
50 COLOR 3:PLOT IMX.!y 
S16 AIR=51:POKE 19,0: DIFF=6-DIFF 
526 REM + MOVE MAN 4x 
536 A=STICK(6): IF A=1S THEN 59¢ 
548 XVEC=( A=7 243—( A= 1 1X3: YUEC=¢ A=13 >x3- 
(A=14%32 LOCATE XUEC+X YUEC+Y, CHAR, 
S556 IF CHAR<>@ THEN 596 
S66 COLOR @:PLOT X.Y: 
k2t IF %>78 THEN 810 
578 COLOR 2:PLOT X.¥:SOUND G.V£2+x#2.10, 
SND*S: 

+ RUECHZ! Y=V+YUEC 
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ATARI PROGRAM 

580 REM *** MOVE MONSTER *** 
r=} FIXUEC=SGNK X-IX >: BYUEC=SGNC Y—fIY >: STOR 

608 LOCATE MX+HIXVECKS MY HIYVECS3 CHAR: IF 
CHAR=6 THEN 648 
iad IF MXVEC<>@ THEN MXVEC=8:G0TO 688 
628 MXVEC=S6ENC X-1IK >: IF NYVEC<>@ THEN MyYu 
EC=@:G0TO 688 
636 GOTO 676 

648 COLOR OsPLOT (XPS MIX=PIXHIRVECKS : Py= 
PY+MIYUECKG: COLOR 3:PLOT Fix,| ‘SOUND 1, feuW¥2,10-9N0R9 ws hares 
6S@ IF MX=x AND MY=" THEN 778 
660 REM 4kx OPEN/CLOSE THE DOORS xx 
ee FOR I=1 TO INTCRNO( 15 +DIFF 
688 DOOR=RNOK 1 DOOR<: THEN DX=INTC 
Faw Tei svaeeas iFINTERAO. 1 e186 ae 

THEN DX=INT( RNOX 1 >: > 
SSPoVEINTE RNB Fede: LOGE ox rk een 

CHAR=6 >? TONE= CHAR=1 >*S6+< F28 9808, PLOT OX,DV:NEXT I - oe 
28. _DOOR=RNOX 1.94 COLOR <DOOR>@.75>:PLOT 7 

Pe. IF aes 13)=1 THEN POKE 19, LI R=AIR 
~1:COLOR 6: PLOT pineges PLOT AIR. ae 
730 IF AIR=26 THEN 796 
748 GOTO 53a 
ie REP 3% ENOGAME. THREE ENTRY POINTS * 

760 REM kek NOLL Kk 
77@ A=" EATEN !!! “:60TO S20 
780 REM kk NO.2 sexx 

xs ee 

796 A$=" OUT OF AIR!*:GOTO 820 
3 ee 

816 AS="YOU ESCAPED! * 
828 FOR I=@ TO 3:SOUND 1.6.0,@:NEXT I 
836 GRAPHICS 2:SETCOLOR 2,6.@:SETCOLOR 4 
8,8 
848 FOR I=1 TO LENCA$>:SOUND @,. Aesteeee 
OSITION 4+1,7:7 #6sA8(I+1)52FOR 1 103 | @:NEXT J:SOUND 8,6,6,0 
85@ NEXT I:FOR I=1 TO S@@:NEXT I 
866 IF REC LIC THEN 176 
876 REM *** ‘MADE IT' ROUTINE £44 
880 _R=PEEK( 196 >-16:POKE 54279.A:A=AxK256: 
POKE Ses POKE 5327723 

POKE 53248,0:A=A+1624:FOR I=@ TO 255 
E Sacee NEXT I 

900" A=A+108:RESTORE 1606 
aie FOR, Boy! TO S?READ B:POKE A+I1.B:NEXT 
TPOKE 764,96 
fe FOR I=@ TO 3:SOUND I,[*11,.0.12:NEXT 

$39 FOR [=4@ TO 226:POKE 53248,1:FOR J=1 
TO (11-1726)/2:NEXT J 

I 
TION 420:7 #65"SELF DESTRUCT":FO 
208: NEXT I 

‘0 15: POKE. tno POKE 712.1: 
TO 3:SOUND J,1*16,4,1 

T J?NEXT I 
996 FOR I=1 TO 1860: er 1:60TO 176 
1688 DATA 128,192,224,252,254,.255 
1918 DATA 48,18.6,18,4,6.8,10,8418247514 
. etches 16,18, JE ASsnerS- 18,18,66.6,2 

84262 1868,12.26 412 
DATA 68,18.28,6.35.18,35.6 

SET 

LOOKING FOR SPARE 
TIME EARNINGS? 

Then why not sell software to your 
friends and workmakes. 

There are probably hundreds of 
micro users in your area looking for 
software who are wary of mail order 
and cannot find a local dealer. You 

can become that local dealer. 
We are looking for agents in all areas 
to sell software for the Spectrum, 
2X81, VIC-20, CBM 64, BBC, Dragon, 
Atari, Oric 1 and Lynx. All the latest 
titles in stock. Write now for full 
details or telephone If you prefer. 
Joysticks, joystick interfaces and 

Spectrum sound boosters along with 
CBM 64, Spectrum and Lynx 48K 

Computers also available. 
If you are interested in becoming a 

Bytewell agent in time for the 
predicted boom in sales this Xmas 

then write or telephone now. 

BYTEWELL, 203, COURT ROAD, 
BARRY, S. GLAMORGAN, CF6 7EW 
Telephone (0446) 742491 



Guns at the ready — the 
bombers are coming 

Towering out of the North Sea, 
the Echo oil rig is a prime Larget 
for sneak attacks by enemy 
bombers. 

In this game, your job is to 
fight the bombers off by controll: 
ing a shore-based battery of anti 
aircraft guns, 

The enemy bombers attack in. 
dividually at varying heights. 
They have the ability 1 detect 
your fire and take avoiding ac 
tion, but have only limited flight 
duration. 

If you manage to prevent Ech 
from being completely destroyed 

How it works 
10-50 screen titles, press a ke 

and speed-up poke 
60 clears screen and goes to 

routine which introduces start 
of game 

70 clears screen, sets timer, shots 
‘and hits and score to zero and 
prints the sea along the bot 
tom of screen 

80-90 pokes Echo oil rig on to 
sereen and prints cloud base 

100 randomises start position of 
enemy aircraft 

NO pokes guns onto screen, 
defines bombing position, 
pokes ‘*Ack-ack”” on 10 

120 pokes aircraft on to sereen 
and moves to left one square 
at a time, Decreases time by 
one unit 

130-170 gosub drop bombs 
routines 

180 randomises position of air 
crt before it runs into cloud 
base 

190-210 defines fire guns buttons 
and gosubs 10 fire guns 
routines 

220-240 prints out remaining 
screen details and goes to end 
of game if out of time 

250-300 start of game subroutine 
referred to in 60 

310-480 fire guns, detect hits 
manoeuvre aircraft away 
from shells, increment shots 
and hits totals, If ahit, reposi- 
tions aircraft to the right of 
sereen in any of the eight 
places 490-830 (five subroutines). Dro 
bombs, pokes explosion wh 
bombs hit target, prevents air 
craft crashing into oil rigs, 
keeps decrementing time. 
moves aircraft, resets posi 
tions of bombs, detects if oi 
rig is completely destroyed 
and if so goes to end of g: 
routine 

1840-910 end of game routines 
Note: It may be necessary 10 
delete line 30if your machine will 
not accept the speed-up poke 

Poke 337,191 enables two keys 
to funet 

Vital oil supplies are at stake in 
A. E. Standing's action game for 

the Dragon-32. Your job: to 
save the oll rig from the enemy 

(0 POKEES495, 0 
40 CLSSIPRINTES, “INS TR PRIN: 
7, (anewaneneeeere= 1, "@USE KEYS 
Z.N,M TO FIRE®"::PRINT@ES ALL ENEMY At 
RCRAFT BEFORE THEY DESTROY ECHO OIL RIG": :PRINT@ 
357, "press a key to start aEEN KEL 1 
50 AS=INKEYS: 1FA8=” "THENSG 
60 CLS#GOSUB2 
70 CLStTI=TIMERS TL 0820 FOR 4: ORIN' 
0G, CHRS (175) : ENEXT 
80" POKE 1442, St POKE1463, 3: POR B:POKENA65, 15¢P 
KE1474, 1381 POKE1475, 1581POKE1476, B8:POKE 1477, 13518 
OKE1506, 1581 POKE1S07, Bt POKE 1508. 6G? POKEI5C9. 

O63: PRINT@F, CHF NEXTSPOKEIS47, 11 
POKE1379, 461 POKE 1411, 46:P0KE1415, 1401POKE 
BR? 

reel 15ar 

Bab. 
TEPEEK (1188) 
IFPEEK (1 
TFPEEK (1 
IFPEER (1350) 
TFPEEK (A 
IFB (1 089THENGOS! 
MaPEEK (363) 
MePEEK (346 
M=PEEK (340) 
POKE1046 

SHOTS" :S:tPRINT@ZS, 
TETI (3 THENBGO 
g0T0120 
cuss: 

— “aa 

Variables 
B craft 
V.W,X,¥,Z bombs 
A.C,D anti-aircraft shells 
S shots 
Hhits 
Thtime 

in the allotted time, the game is 
‘over and you are asked if you 

h to play again 
A running total i 

hots fired, actual hits and time 
remaining 

The instructions are included 
in the titles, and are self 

Hints on conversion 
In text_ mode, the Dragon 

sereen consists of 32 columns by 
16 rows, ie 512 positions, Poking 
to the text screen starts at the top, 
left hand corner, address 1024 
and extends (o address 1535 (bot- 
om right hand corner). 
CLS clears the screen ir text 

mode, the number following it (0 
to 8) indicates the background 
colour, 

Locations 338-345 are 
keyboard buffers. At locations 
341-344 a value of 223 indicates 
that one of the arrow (cursor) 
keys is depressed. 

The Dragon does not require 
the use of LET or GOTO after 
THEN, 

Screen 0,1 after a PRINT AT 
or in a peek line causes the screen 
background to change to an 
‘orange colour (in the former case) 
‘and flash orange in the latter 
‘The codes used to represent the 

characters are a modified version 
of the standard ASCII codes, 
There are no lower case 
characters — you choose between 
inverted and non-inverted text. 

> 
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a ay 

270 cussiPRiNtel00, "St a_n lb) uy 260 Fonraoros0otScheen0, next 290 CLaS:FoRT=220TOZSUSTEPS+AC(AND(A) ) :SoUNDT, 24 ‘SALPRINT@SS, E AS T Rot WK Ensenext” lee 300 RETURN 510, BsB430: POKER, 95: POKE (B-30) ,96:F0RQ=1503T010805 TEP-36sDOKER, 1HOIBOKE (arse), Solboesaes Te 320_IFPEEK (B) <1 1OTHENDORER, 295: SDUNDZ00, 27 SCREEN, LthsH+1 §B=(RND (8) #32)+1119° “ 350 Irmaza TMEWNEETA 340 poneiogs, se 350 geset 360 petoay BsB-Sa 1POKED, 951 POXE (8-34), 96:FoRO= 14607 TEP-S0! POKEC, 110! POKE(C+34) , 96. bikes Bihan 380_IFBEEK (H}=110THeNDOXEs, 295 S0UND200, 2+SCREENO| Tsvenet spe cmnD (ey ene) et hg 530" tencoarTMewen Te 200. Ponei094, 96 

*HITS"3H;2PRINT@176, “SHOTS” :S::PRINTE227, “pre ss’ enter’ for a new game": :SCREENO, i 850 M=PEEK (537) 11FM=191 THEN7OELSEBSO 860 CLSOIPRINT@SS,"E CH O#0 I LeR 1 Ge PRINT@ISI,"D E S T R O Y E D!!";:SCREENO aA 
B70 PRINTEI63, “sasnn=nnans=: amamn 880 PRINT@S22, "PRESS "ENTER FOR ANOTHER TRY“; !SCR EENO, 1 
890 IFPEEK(337) () 191THENBSOELSEGOTO70 900. B= (RND(@) #32) +1 1191 POKE1118, 96+POKE1088, 96 910 RETURN 

410 Se8+1 
420 RETURN 
430 B=B-341POKEB, 951 PORE (B+34) , 96¢FORD=1465TO1088S TEP=34t POKED, 1101 POKE (D434) , 96 440. IFPEEK (B)=1 JOTHENPOKEB, 255 SOUND200, 2: SCREENO, 1AHmH1 {B= (RND (8) #32) +1119 
450. IFM=223THENNEXTD 
460 POKELO91, 96 
470 S=Sei 
480. RETURN 
490 PRINT@AB, "TIME" ;TI 5 11FB (1 398THENB=B-SS!POKEB, 9 StPOKE (B+33) | 96 tFORG#1TO70:NEXTOLV=\V+32" POXEV, 9772 
OKE (V=32) , 961 1FV) 1471 THENPOKE1510, 175, 
500 TI=TI~11BeB-1 ¢POKE (+1) , 96: POKEB, 95 510_ IFPEEK (1506) =1 7SANDPEEK 1507) =175ANDPEEK (1508) ‘1 75ANDPEEK ( 1509) =1 75THENSEO 
520 IFTI (1 THENB4O 
530. IFV(IS3STHENGSO 
540. IFV) 1S35THENV=1 S18 
550 RETURN 
560 PRINT@AB, "TIME" :TI 5 1FORQ=1TO70:NEXT:2=2+324P0K EZ, 971 POKE (2~S2) , 9641F 2) 1471 THENPOKEZ, 255: PORE !507 175, 
570 T1=T1-1tB=B-1t POKER, 951 POKE(B+1), 96 580 _ IF PEEK (1506) =1 75ANDPEEK ( 1507) =1 7SANDPEEX (1508) = 17SANDPEEK (1509) =175THENBEO 
590. IFTI (ATHENBGO 
600 IFZ(1S3STHENSEO 
610 IFZ)1SSSTHENZ@1251 
620 RETURN 
650_PRINTO4S, "TINE" :T1; :FORD=1 TO7O#NEXT w=we32 "20K EW, 97 {POKE(W"32) , 964 IFW) 1471 THENPOKEW, 255: POKE1SO8 175, 
40 Ti=TI=1 (B=B-1 tPOKEB, 95:POKE(B+1) , 96 650 _1F PEEK (1506) #1 75ANDPEEK ( 1507) =175ANDPEEX (1508) #1 75ANDPEEK (1509) #1 75THENGEO 
660 IFTI (1 THENBAO 
670 1FW(1SSSTHENGSO 
680 IFW) 1S3STHENW=1 188 
690 RETURN 
700 PRINT@AB, "TIME" : TI; :FORD=17070:NEXT!X=x+32¢ OK EX, 97 1FOKE (X-52) , 96¢ 1X) 1471 THENPOKEX, 255! POKE!SO6 17S: 
710 Ti=TI-12B=B~11POKE (B+1) , 96:POKEB, 95 720 _IFPEEK (1506) =1 75ANDPEEK (1507) 1 75ANDPEEK (1508) SERRE REICoS TTS THENMESS 1 ECR I, eae a Eon SONGS ORBEA PR aR NN 740. TEX (SSSTHEN7OO CUT ALONG THIS LINE 750. Tex) 1938THENCat 150 
770, PRINT 1PACK OF 10 NAME... 

DATA TAPES 
770. PRINT@GB, "TIME" :T1 5 #FORQ=1T070«NEXT #¥=V$32" 0K EY, 97 BOKE (¥"32) , 964 IFY) 1471 THENPOKEY, 255¢ POKELSO9 

WITH LIBRARY ADDRESS... 
BOXES hs 4 

AS 
780 TIsTI~1:B=B-1 1 POKEB, 95: POKE (B41), 96 ‘ niet 

PRICE: £5.75 1 ENCLOSE CHEQ 
INC. VAT FOR. 

730_IFPEEK (1506) =1 75ANDPEEK ( 1507) =1 75ANDPEEK (1508) 

POST & PACKAGING FREE. 

TELEPHONE: CAMBERLEY 
683 676 

S$ re 

337, LONDON ROAD, CAMBERLEY, SURREY 

19 BLANK DATA 
= CASSETTES 

COMPUTER GRADE TAPE 
SUITABLE FOR HOME COMPUTERS 

2 WHITE LABELS PLUS | INLAY CARD 
SUPPLIED FREE 

=175ANDPEEK (1503) =17STHENGOTOSEO 
800. IFTT (1 THENGGO 
810. IFY<1SSSTHEN770 
820. IFY) ISSSTHENY=1 125 
30 RETURN 
@40 CLESHPRINT@IO1, "T I ME E x PT RE D";=PRINT newa 

kk RR RR Rk 
IN-CASSETTE COPYING SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE 
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pagresnon! grid leplayed on the sereen 
aths for Fun %tebuton.tfyou ar 

rect your colour of runner at the 
Atari £14.95 top of the screen moves forward 

towards the winning post, if 
wrong the other runner moves, 
‘The game is over when one run- 
ner reaches the end of the track, This double bill sone of the first ‘The program appears to be educational cassettes from this totally bug-free although there is company. Both attempt to teach a rather long pause after RUN is mental arithmetic while pro- typed before the computer viding entertainment. One suc- responds, otherwise this is Very ceeds admirably and one is a well put iogether which meets its 

tragic failure. aim admirably 
Firstly, Marathon, This is a Overall thisis a poor shadow of a thoroughiy enjoyabie program program compared. to” the which allows the user to test his. masterpiece of Marathon or her speed of mental 

metic BY. 
It offers questions on the com. 

mon arithmetic functions i.¢ 

English Software, SO Newton 
Street, Piccadilly, Manchester 

Your micro 
as a teacher 

Our reviewers chalk up their 
ratings on the latest batch of instructions 85% 

add, subtract, divide and multiy bes or. 

educational software i along wih an usual mode JP) money som 
iyse asiied by ‘he con EES 

Titre cour, hs ebgram i ly 0 
48K Spectrum ecm. NO 

£8.50 T was a bit doubtful while There are details of 10. in 
foading the program, A cassette dicators that you can use in the 
insert of flimsy paper with the simulated titration and the whole 
He on it and a self adhesive label thing is totally menu driven 

A good tape and a good idea that could, and should be taken 
much further NB. Cloud 9 Sofware, 4 Dolvin 

Road, Tavistock, Devon PLI9 
SEA on the cassette itself, do not give There is also a worksheet which instructions 60% a tremendous impression, but es you six questions or things ease of use 90% 
Titration is a means of determin- when it loaded, was pleasantly 10 do using the program and — display 95% ing the properties of one surprised. claims that these are A-level chemical by observing thechange "Fhe instructions are very scant questions. All'can Say i tha T 
brought about by the addition of and | think this : tnother, known solution, “Of wed slongsige a text book: thought | was ' 

rarsors to cover @ blanked! 
guessed Dy press 

Hilden Letters | ic iss idenin p 

Spectrum LS mM lhe le ems 
Richmond — with some coloured stars at Te 

value for money 70% 

Maths Games | (01 5 a te an 
Dragon £9.95 {ins i ) and all of them adjusted the emier Microsystems, 208 <¥el of difficulty as you went Poppy Programs, at an of the sereen a8 . 

along ora Carnforth, — hottom of duce a polit Croydon. Road, Anerley, Lost Ns House, Ins Sprong guesses prod 
0 However, you did have to wait snc. Na ro ey the cor 

This cassette contains four games Showed thaving to complete $0 rhe leaflet wth Hidden Letts yet answer DH 1G ore and an 
Which shares one our sammes sums!) which 1 found a lie The Heat as an educational complete, (RE (OW Spey 
Ir adaitlons subtraction: daunting asi ae spline and iyo 6ST AE 
multiplication and division. Each __ © 800d feature in the division Bemprehension, and gives This gute a ua 

Of the sections has a tie an #4M€ was the multiple choice details. gram, on have 
Gicating the popular view nr format which enhances the skill 
mathematics as a tortuous oc- OF approximation. A poor aspect Cupation: “sadistic “subtrac. of the multiplication game was float Smurderous:‘meltolicn, the low-res blocks which you had 
tion'*or “diabolical division fo count up; occasionally these AS game anger civision”, were joined and proved hard to 
particularly entertaining or ad-  “efine 

iving —Fresented, though 
Loading is quite anit re ot Rked to ae more use of COLON Ye 

more instructions oe you can ghten up the mostly PAST instruction vals, You ct biel most i will 
— eijedin the PrO- white displays. 
choose es tg 1 ins of Much for speling skills 
BAM OF emis. requires some HW.c. four 9 se 40 not 
Zire, as the cursor Keys donee Sot 

Gictive, The whole exercise was MP. work, so you must dee bac ssicractoed om 
carried out in a laborious way instructions ie any errors maces Text is then ease of use 70% 
with nothing but the sound ef payapity 50% The ghoreMne screen, with display ioe 
fects to reward or correct the stu- graphics, 20% aisplayed A obscured by black value for mo 

The responses to the answers Yall for money 20% were fast and the nial layout wat good, Some of he games of 
ere carly all of them at 

Sirncul el nine, A blue Sictty level sine, A, blue === 

Square is then moves 

Mathernesticen sy ots values snd its i Sidthe szeeninsuctons car ton and F cold not change any 
Graphics Son a ne rotor cate. but more thought should be ofthe functions inthe paar plot 

BBCBE5.95 = siven tothe booklet res 
"The screen display will only "During the graph drawing a listing ‘ 

Village Software, 69 Gomer support one-<olour cartesian continuous X-¥ coordinate LHD. 
Lane, Alverstoke, Gosport sraphs but the user can select the readout along with information 

graphics colour regarding axes range and func- instructions 60% 
‘This package consists of two Both programs are useful for tions are shown on the screen. ease of use 70% 
main programs, the first a fairly demonstration and interactive Text may be placed anywhere on display 5 
Sophisticated program for draw- learning because the user hasan the screen and displays may be value for money 80% 
ing cartesian” graphs of immediate visual feedback of the dumped to a printer 
mathematical functions with effects any parameter change has There were a number of pro- | EES BG 
parametric option and entry of on the shape of the graph. The __ gram errors which prevented me 
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“We ‘sometimes describe 
ourselves as the neo-punk move- 
ment of the computer world, but 
we are under eat deal of 
pressure to conform’”, said Tom 
Myles, one of the partners in Soft 
Joe's Software house, as we cross 
ed the river Mersey on the 
Birkenhead ferry. 

We are trying to give people 
good programs at the right price: 
but to do so we have to cut all the 
glossy presentation and flashy 
advertising 

“Charging £10 for a game is 
robbery and it isn’t even nec 
cessary. Computer programs are 
in danger of becoming like Easter 
eggs, bug attractive packs but 
with’ very little content. We are 
trying to stand against this style 
and give our customers tru value 
for money 

Tom started the business with 
his partner Gary Metcalfe in 
April this year after five months: 

of planning and research. Both 
wanted to start their own 
businesses and “we knew more 
about computing than shopkeep 
ing”, said Tom. 

Finding a name was a struggle 
They liked the idea of 
Micromania, but saw so 
else using that 

Then one day in a pub, Gary 
remarked that someon 
More money than. Soft 
which is a scouse expression for 
being rich, That just clicked, and 
the name stuck 

To get the catalogue started, 
they placed local advertisements 
for programmers and ended up 
“talking to lot of dads", said 
Tom, “as all the programmers 
seemed to be young lads!” 

From this, they contracted 
several programmers and releas- 
ed four programs for the Dragon 
and BBC micros. “We were ad 
vised that we couldn't lose if we 
started by mail order, but it didn’t 
turn out that way ‘at all. Mail 
order is good if you have a big 
fame in software, but if you are 
just starting then ‘we found it to 
bbe very slow and not up to our ex 
pectations 

For this reason, Gary is now on 
the road, direct-selling the com 
pany products to dealers. “'We 
find that once we demonstrate a 
game to adealer they are very im: 
pressed and we get repeat orders. 
Our games don’t have flashy col- 
oured inserts or adverts but they 
are great value at our price of 
£5.50, 

We are being pressurised to 
do full colour inserts, though 
One company said that they 
would only take our products if 
they were re-packaged in colour, 
and we went so far as to get the 
artwork prepared for one pro- 
gram before we decided that 
wasn’t for us."” 

Paul Clansey, chief program- 
mer for the company, agrees with 
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Why Soft 
Joe’s won't 
conform 

Liverpool-based Soft Joe's is 
holding out against the flashy 
presentation that pushes up 

prices, as Dave Carlos 
discovered when he met 

partners Tom Myles and Gary 
Metcalfe on a ferry across the 

Mersey 

their approach. “I find the cur 
rent state of the business distress 

he said. ““Packaging may 
a good thing if it is infor 

mative, but I don’t see the point 
in reading a long story about a 
program if the game itself is rub 
bish. After all, it really is the egg 
that matters, you know. 

Unusual also is the company’s 
refusal to copy. arcade games. 
“We prefer tosleave that to 
everybody else. If an arcade copy 
isnot entirely accurate, the public 
are disappointed, and. they 
deserve more than’ that", said 
Tom. 

“All our games are fusions of 
many styles and ideas. We believe 
it’s the idea that matters, and the 
programming is only a route to 
the realisation of the idea itself 
Therefore all our games are dif 
ficult to categorise — they don’t 
fit into the usual_pigeonholes, 
Our best selling game Trax ap- 
peals to a wide range of and to 
both sexes alike.”” Paul. par 
ticularly pleased about this as he 
would like to see more women 
taking an active interest in com- 
Puting. 

The company currently has 10 
titles in its catalogue, and doesn’t 

see the number increasing greatly 
in the near future despite plans 
for new releases. 

“We have several new pro- 
grams ready for release, but we 
prefer to give each game its time 
and then withdraw it ready to 
promote another one and con. 
Cenirate on that for a period”, 
said Tom, 

They do however plan to cover 
more machines; in fact, they aim 
to support the six top-selling 
machines, and expect 1 have a 

logue of two programs per 
machine. 

“We have recently converted 
Trax for the Commodore 64 and 
that is now available. Another 
game we hope to release before 
Christmas is for the Dragon, It 
has taken over six months to write 
and has 38 different screens to 
play 

it is an origninal arcade-style 
game written in machine code for 
compactness and speed. We 
aren’t sure yet whether it will load 
in one block or have to be loaded 
in more than one but, it will be 
real winner, and unique too. 

"We see this business as being 
like the record and video 
‘markets. It is only really possible 
to concentrate on a certain 
number of titles at any one time, 
and that’s what we will do, We 
don’t want to be pressurised into 
putting out more and more titles 
just be like everyone else; our aim 
isalways to give good value to out 
customers.”* It will be interesting 
{0 see if the company can stick to 
its good intentions in the com: 
puting jungle we live in today 
Soft Joe's, Claughton Road, 
Birkenhead, Merseyside L41 6EF 

‘Tom Myles (left) and Gary Metcalfe — on a ferry boat, not a gravy train 



SHARP M2-80K PROGRAM 

A random maze is constructed 
and the abject is to find the way 
out of the maze without bein; 
gobbled up by the Maze Monst 
who is also roaming the 

The character is moved using 
the keys: W (up), A (eft), D 
(right), and X (down). There are 

to choose three sizes of mae 
from and there is an option for 
fast or slow movernent 

Variables 
$ delay factor for slow speed 
T maze size 
HM horizontal dime 

YM vertical dimension of maze 
P location of character (C) 
B location of monster 

TG) monster mov 
Fement 

A.character movement increment 
POKE 10167,1 removes. the 
PEEK protect on the MZ-8OK 10 
allow the use of 
PEEK(I78%) which returns the 
ASCII code for any key that is 
held down (useful for continuous 
movement) 
PORE 4514 and POKE 4513 are 
for sound effects which are called 
by USR(68) and silenced by 
UsROD. 
USR(62) sounds a bleep 
MZ:0K screen map is from 

53248 10 4247 

Find the way 
out. ..or 
you'll be 
munched 

Here's a new version of an old 
favourite. Enjoy playing Maze 
Monster, written by Frank 

Rooney for the Sharp MZ-80K 

How it works 
100-140 initialisation 
170-220 five seconds countdown 

giving a chance (o familiarise 
before game com: the n 

mene 
230-240 actual game-movement 

routines for character and 
monster 

440-530 success routine 
540-600 gobbled up routine 
610-760 option for new game 
710-990 constructs the maze 
1000-1100 selection of size of 

maze and speed of movemer 
1110-1300 ‘title, sound ef 

‘option for instructions 
1310-1380 display inst 

Hints on conversion 
Conversion to the Sharp MZ-80A 
is fairly straightforward 
POKE10167,1 should be deleted 
from line 100, Line 370 should be 
changed 10 GETKS:IFKS="""" 
THENA =0:RETURN, and line 
380 omitted, The movernent keys 
should be changed 10 8,4,6 & 2, 
and lines 390-420 changed, ¢.9. 
390 IFKS = "2" THENA = 40: 
RETURN, et 
The instructions should also be 

changed accordingly. The 
monster symbol and character 
symbol cannot be printed but on- 
ly POKEd onto the screen on the 
MZ-80A, and so POKEs must be 
used to underline the title (or use a 
different symbol) and in the in- 
structions. Also, a different sym- 
bol should be used for Z$ in lines 
460 & 590, 
1 suggest that owners of other 

machines should consult the pro- 
ram notes before attempting to 

convert the program, It may be 
best to use the idea for working 
oul a program of your own as all 
the POKEs for your computer 
would take some time. 
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FOR FIRST 

A new series of books which 
introduce newcomers to the most 
widely used micros in the 
marketplace. 

and “loading a program”. The books lead the 

to achieve pictures and even animation. The 
books contain a number of specially written 

machines. 

white photographs of the screen). The overall 

have @ go." 

£5.95 gpm. 
Vv 1 

ORDER FORM 

8 Forge Court, Reading Road, 

24 hour answering service Tel (0252) 873373 
Name. 

Address. 

NOW AVAILABLE 

I 
I 
I 
I 
f 
1 
! Please send me. I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
1 
1 
I 

Lenclosa my cheque for £_ 
Please debit my Access (i (IMT 

Date__ 
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programs which show the full potential of these 

TIME USERS... 

The books assume absolutely no knowledge about 
computers and the reader is shown even the most 
fundamental operations such as “switching on” 

reader through simple programming and then onto 
graphics, with several programs which show how 

The text is liberally supported by all manner of useful 
diagrams and illustrations (including many black and 

presentation is excellent. The printing, setting out and 
listings are clear and positively invite the reader to 

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING 

READ-OUT BOOKS AND SOFTWARE 

Yateley, Camberley, Surrey GU17 7AX 

DON'T JUST 
TAKE OUR 

WORD FORIT! 
SUMLOCK MICROWARE 

SUPERB SOFTWARE FOR THE VIC 20 

a 
SP. Sanamau 7 

SP.15ScORPION 

£7.95 * 

sacunnent SP 10 Space Rescue recuccraft 

£9.95 

~... AND THE 
COMMODORE 64 

LWO1 SKRAMBLE Ennanced featutes ry 

MICROWARE NOW! on ron a rree 
BROCHURE AND YOUR NEAREST 

DEALER INFORMATION 061 8344233 sg 

MICROWARE 
198 Deansgate, Manchester, M3 3NE. Dept. 



Gamespack 
ic £7 
P.O. Box 8, 

Newton Abbot, Devon, England 

This is a standard BASIC 
gamespack, which we can always 
expect soon after a new machi 
is launched. 

It consists of seven ‘games’ i 
cluding Laser Station, similar 
Missile Command, ‘but much 
slower} Obstruction, a standard 
game of surround; Mazatronic, 
explore a 3D maze; Demolition, 
play Blitz on an abandoned 
planet; Noughts & Crosses (not 
again!); Milliblox, another chase 
type game; and Maths-Test (do 
really need to explain this one?), 

None of the programs really 
stand out, indeed you would pro: 
bably do better buying seven dif 
ferent copies of HCW with Oric 
programs in them! 

venture 
Spectrum 

£5.95 
Clydesdale 

ig, Edinburgh 
Protek, 
Build 

Bank 

A set of seven small games linked 
by a money-scoring theme. To 
allow compatibility with the 16K 

Biorhythms tal 

‘not Biorhythms is certainly fun to try out, Calculations are made fo show your good, bad or 
days, Your ‘compatibility with someone may also be tested 4 match being rated as percen tages. pot 

object being to make money by trading livestock. Commands to 

JRS, 19 Wayside Avenue, Wor 
thing, Sussex BN13 3)U, 

This, as the name implies, is a 
mixture of games and utilities, 
two of each. 

‘The first of the games, called 
‘Track and Attack, invites you to 
shoot down a total of 10 

eat and sleep form a fundamen. 

should you die 

Snooker is a mainly text ver 
sion of 

for a snooker or resign. Trying to 
in a foul stroke, 

The instructions were very 
clear, but then the programs 
weren't that complicated, The 
cassette contained a fast and 
slow saving of each program. 

Tonly experienced loading dif 
ficulties with the programs on 
side B of the tape, but at least 1 
managed to get them in eventual 
ly — more than I can say for 
some tapes, 

There were a few small pro: 
gramming bugs in some of the 
programs, but on the whole they 
were quite well written, even 
though the ideas behind the 
games were not all that fantastic 

instructions 
playability 
Braphics 
value for money 

itis halved. 
Spectrum the games are loaded 
in two passes, a second load be: 
ing performed after the first four 
games have been played. 

The first game invites you to 
back one of three ducks which 

simulation, the next is 
good version of ‘Bomber 

second is a fruit machine si and the last game isan off- 8'aPhics 100% 
ion, the third is a treasure hunt, hunt for gold in a smal| Value for money 90% 
nd 'the fourth is a version of 

Mastermind, If you succeed, 

part of play as bargaining 
abrupt end 16K 

° hough lack of A.B, Stubbs and N, Sheard As nuclear pods FY A (ETO 

Cards/Snooker “iy bis your cards you musi Me eafeld, Cheshite 10 ce was Kong, 8 erY 
=! guess against the computer i My favourte with excellent Ee ET ra ae ore vvchine ce arcade cates gt vernon wih, creat less Software, 10 Alsione cards is higher ‘or Ieee ot six machine code ‘Gp eatete, $2} ic There ae out Sag 

, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 denomination that the previous The packaging is cheap, but ade: Of kysraper 10 HOE ets, 
one. Not a particularly involved The mao the mal order markets Toying. barrels, {Aine 

nit has 
aaa ings are £004, cepijonally wood: Keri" the Waddington. dice Tne recordings ae, £008, ceptions, BRT sm 0 hive 

game for two players. You have toading first time, and the PE good graphics: Matty — Key 
Options to nominate which col grams run automatically, TO heen written Mand one of the 

you will attempt to pot, try rams ny very short BBP Feyponse is PO 
between p! 

a ball out of sequence results difficult 1 
sa Poor error trapping, however, ding. tape starts with an iN ctions hd 

aives results for impossible days «ce eafoR nat more than Rake NAR y gov 
of the month, dates before you instructions tip for the external PFESEIATEN: Graphics 99% 

ere Bom and the program Plavabiliy nails ch game breihy”_ value for money 

fext only game. the value for money and sives 8 8 bad tapes ‘bugged programs OF 
will be replaces 

CSS Sa 
All these tapes have at least 

four programs, and some have 
as many as seven. But do they 
mean more for your money? 
See what our reviewers think 

first game after the second 
load invites you to crash more 
than 100 cars in a stock-car race 

which you try to clear away’ tall 

The graphics are very good in. 

tape 1 Gamestape. 

grams, making. (Ni 
wo ocate by fast Wil 

free of charge: 

deed, and there are some amus 
ing comments here and there 
The whole thing, in fact, is a lit 
He tongue-in-cheek, "poking 
legitimate fun at som 

ly polished offerings, 

fe Centipede, 
The six Brrouse, (Pacman): 

ref iby using your Ia 

Haunted House was 

feuing. bays. is, physically im. 
possible to reach! 

asterisk, or laser weapon, direct 
ly over the helicopter, which is 
‘on a random flight path 

‘Occasionally you find th 
have shot down yo 
helicopter whereupon you are 
suitably chastised. The scenario 
for the battle is a screen string 
which of course will disappear if 
you stop and restart the game. 

The second game is Blackjack, 

helicopters. Using the cursor or Pontoon, with you playing the 
control, Keys you have to computer. ‘Straight away the 

Spectrum manoeuvre. a noisy flashing odds are against you — the co 
puter has £1,000 and you have 
only £100. A well-worn theme 
for a computer game with 
nothing special to endear you to 
it 

Called Superscript, the first of 
the two utilities enables you to 
have super sized writing on the 
sereen should you do desire. 
Char-Wallah (I always thought 
that meant tea boy), is the second 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 4 October 

of the utilities. Someone has 
taken the trouble to create 50 
characters which may come in 
handy for games. ‘Along with the demonstration 
of simple animation, that’s all 
there is to it BB. 
instructions 90% 
playability 60% 
graphics 50% 
value for money 50% 
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VIC 20 GAMES AND UTILITIES 

KWAZY KWAKS 
Accuracy ad speed are required f 

hics th 
Machine code 

ing Gallery. super 

PACMANIA, 

ple boxes which me and 
Sout fee! DO NOT DESPAIR! "BUGSY 

Dumping into 
‘challenging game 

MINFROULETTE, Three we PONTOON — HtE-Low 
hance for the VIC, tty 

full colou 
DATABASE — create y 
SUPER BANK MANAGER 
Sk expansion 

Nearly 700 Programmes 
_ IN STOCK 

Ring for our Price List 

ERSONAL, 
COMPUTERS 

Unit 19, Daniel Owen Precinct, Mold, CH7 1AP. 
Telephone: Mold 56842 

400 inc BASIC £115 

A , 800 £290 
ATARI 48K Lynx £215 

COMMODORE 64 £225 
ORIC 1 48K £139.99p 

Phone Orders Welcome on 0352-56842 

Postage & Packaging FREE 
NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE Please ring for details: 
Tenclose cheque/P.O. for £ _ 
or please debit my Access Card No. 
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mter. Why play on You 
WESTMINSTER 

m the 15th Sept) 
LUNAR RESCUE 
Oar new escue the stranded 

ship, fs venctioon sre vested 

PONTOON — ROULETTE — ACE'S HIGH — More powerful version, that 
fee mes of chance for the 68 45:30 

the VIC will do and more 
BANK MANAGER — As our Super Bank Manager, but for the 64 £80 
Now availab added faclitie £10.00 

bler and Disa with decimal 10 hex convert ‘o 

th all tity programs, 
ath for the VIC and Commodore 64, send 
cling RAMIE SOFTWARE at 8.99 cach 

Send Cheques/PO's to: HIP 
SOFTWARE 

Dept HCW, | NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, 
GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747 

WANTED: HIGH QUALITY SOFTWARE, OF ALL TYPES, FOR 
EXPORT & U.K, DISTRIBUTION 

All programs now available on disc please allow £2.50 ea extra. 

tor SPECTRUM 48K 
AND ZX81 16K 

VERSION 
I ris superb game is NOW available trom branches of 

W.H. SMITH * and BOOTS. 
Manage your own team in this exciting game of skill which 
vividly captures the drama and excitement of real football 

FEATURES INCLUDE 
# 4 DIVISIONS + FA. CUP * PROMOTION & RELEGATION + * TRANSFER MARKET « TEAM SELECTION + 

* SAVE GAME FACILITY ##* AND MUCH MORE! 
(WHAT THE PRESS SAY ABOUT IT.— 
VF YOU have always wanted to manage » footbal tam, FOOTBALL MANAGER, trom Aactive Games for You The pame dea! for ‘ona ng bet he mentinaratng ing fats tha Graoce uted to cruate te the geme ns winner 

SINcLAIn USER FEBRUARY 1903 
WD et rere ra pring one tae png 



_ |™™™comxssProcram | COMPUSOUND 
Use your TELESOUND 84 

Z 4 Leo Tl ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND TO 

joystick and ie INSIDE THE SPECTRUM” 

Probably the worlds smallest modulator! 

get 
i munching 

[SSRs An shea eS SEE TELESOUND SA FEATURES 

Our first program for the COMX mpa al other 2X soldering ot 
35 is from Deborah Horne, aged acu ee 
13, and shows how to program TELESOUND 84 full fitting instru 
the computer's joystick and SARE reheat Don em 

have fun too 
& 

Happy Eater is a shop peo 1 have found Mi the error \ 

fowtoprogramesing netamcin [an tie COM sometees giver COMPUSOUND “er: cw | 
Gane leoearnnsrrosae 32/33 Langley Close, Redditch, 

The aim is to eat as many | Note: There is one space between 

TIMEOUT facility 230-236. — 

| 1 CLD: DEFINT D: DIM A (20,20): S = 0 
2 SCREEN (3): TIMEOUT (1000) MAIC ORDERIPROXECTION SCHEME 
3 VOLUME (1) if you order goods trom Mail Order Advertisers in this 
5 CPOS (0,0): CLS magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, this 
7.CPOS (11,11): PRINT “CREATING THE MAZE” publication will consider you tor compensation it the 
10 FOR B = 1 TO 20: FOR C = 1 TO 20: A(B,C) = 237: || | advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, 

NEXT C: GOSUB 600: NEXT B: GOSUB 300 provided 
} 50 FOR B 1 TO 250: A (RND(18) + 2, RND (18) +2) 
| 0: NEXT B: GOSUB 300 1. You have not received the goods or had your mone) 

80 TIME (5000) returned; and 
90 CPOS (2,0) 2. You write to the publisher of this publication explé 
100 FOR D'= 1 TO 20 {ng the position not earlier than 28 days trom the day 
110 PRINT TAB (10); you sent your order and not later than 2 months from 
120 FOR C = 1 TO 20 ‘that day. 
130 PRINT CHRS (A,(C,D)); 
140 NEXT C: PRINT Please do not wail until the last moment to inform us. 
150 NEXT D: PRINT When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim 
0A 12:B = 20 and what evidence of payment is required. 

220K = KEY We guarantee to meet claims {rom readers made in 
230 IF K = 136 A = A ~ 1: CPOS(A+1,B): PRINT" || J accordance with the above procedure as soon as 

"IFA 3A =3 possible after the advertiser has been declared bankrupt 
232 IF K = 138 A = A + 1: CPOS(A~1,B): PRINT || ] or insolvent to a limit of £1,800 per annum for any one 

":IFA 20A = 20 advertiser, so affected, and up to £5,400 p.a. in respect of 
2341F K = 137 B = B + 1: CPOS (A,B~1): PRINT || ] all insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for hig) 

tIFB 28 B = 21 amounts, or when the above procedures have not been 
K = 139 B = B ~ 1: CPOS (A,B +1): PRINT“ complied with, at the discretion of this publication, but 
IFB MB=11 we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set 

238 IF A(B-9, A~1) OS = S+1: GOSUB 300: some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of 
A(B—9, A~1) = 0 reader's difficulties 
pte bed eg crate oe This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in | 
ons GOTO ge ): PRINT direct response to an advertisement in this magazine 

v ge ¢ t, for example, payments made in response to cata- 300 TONE (60,4,8): WAIT (2): TONE (0,0,0): RETURN |] | (82 : 
500 TONE (36,2,4): WAIT (10): TONE (00,0): END a ac laa ene ales ae 
600 TONE (RND(128), RND (8), RND (15)): RETURN 
1000 GOSUB 500: END CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EXCLUDED. 
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As your programs become more 
complex, and start to include 
several different options, you'll 
find that much of your program 
is concerned with checking in- 
puts, often converting them to a 
numerical value. 

My friends take a great delight 
in trying to crash my programs, 
and so my search for an idiot 
proof INPUT or INKEY $ 
began. 

INPUT A was useless — anon: 
numerical input often crashed. 
INPUT AS was better, but needs 
checking before using VAL AS 
as, again, an alphabetical 
character causes a crash, 

One method for doing a check 
of an INPUT string consists of 
putting valid keys into a string 
then calling an input subroutine 
as follows: 
100 LET CS =""1236" 
110 GOSUB 90000 
9000 LET IS = INKEYS 
QO101F IS ="*" then GOTO.9000 
9020 FOR X = 1 10 LEN CS 
9030 IF IS=CS (X) THEN 

RETURN 
9040 NEXT X 
9050 GOTO 9000 

The main problem with this is 
the delay caused when C$ is 
lengthy, but the value of X 
represents the positional value of 
the key pressed. In the above ex 
ample, if 1, 2or3 were pressed, X 
would’ also equal 1, 2 or 3. if E 
was pressed, X would equal 4 

Getting a string of characters 
was also a complex job with this 
system, and of course if BREAK 
was pressed accidentally (or 
otherwise) 

What | wanted was a set of 
machine code routines to allow 
these three input variations: press 
a single, valid key; press a single, 
valid key within a time limit; ac- 
cept a sequence of valid 
characters (string), 

The first problem is being able 
to find the check string — C$ — 
easily from within the machine 
code, We must also be able to 
redefine it during a program run, 

The answer is to DIMension it 
at thefirst line (except for the 
machine code REM) of the pro- 
gram, then it will always be six 
bytes’ in from the start of the 
Variables area. Our progam must 
start with’ 
10 DIM CS (n) 
Where nis the maximum 

‘number of valid keys to be check 
ed at any input plus two. The ex- 
tra elements are to hold “‘end of 
valid keys" markers so that the 
ZX8I1 knows to stop checking 

Tuse a * for this marker. It 
must be included in C$ each time 
itis redefined, eg: 
LET CS= "ABC 

or else the program will crash. 
We will now enter the machine 

code. | have not explained its 
operation, but only how to enter 
and use it. We will store it ina 
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Crashproof 
your 2X81 

Are you troubled by crashing 
programs? The answer is to 

check your input, says Ray Elder 

cD 
14 
BD 

16631 02 

REM line, so first enter 1 REM 
(160 dots) 

Itis important that at least 160 
dots follow the REM. Now enter 
program 1, which consists of two 
sections: a program to POKE the 
code into position and a program 
to PEEK at the code for check: 
ing 
RUN your program and enter 

the following code. Youcan enter 
as many codes as you wish, but do 
ot put spaces between them. | 
suggest you enter each line (six 
codes or 12 characters) at a time. 

The code is split into sections 
for information only, You can 
enter each section straight after 
the last — there is no need to stop 
and restart. 

(a) Check for key pressed 
subroutine: 

Save your program, because if 
you have made a mistake you 
could lose the lot 

Now try the following tests, 
and if any fail, reload and check 
by typing RUN 9200. BREAK 
when you discover an error 

RUN, enter the address at the 
beginning of the error line (s) and 
re-enter that code. 

(b) Wait for a correct key: 
16530 2 8C 40 36 FS CD 
16536 40 01 06 «002A 
16542 40°09 (0E Ol BE 
16548 C8 $7 3E 17 BE 7A 
16554 28 EB 23 03 18 FB 

(c) Timed INKEYS: 
16560 2 8C 40036 OF 
16566 do 10 Ds cD 82 40 
16572 OL 0 0 2A 10 40 
16878 09 OE Ol BE 28 0D 
16584 37 3E 17 BE 7A 2 
16590 04 23) 03 «18 FZ OE 
16596 00 DI 78 BI CO IB 
16602 7A BS 20 DA © 

(q) String input (including print) 
16607 21 FE 40 01 Ol 00 
16613 Es cS CD 92 40 
16619 El 77 2 FE 7% C8 
16625 03 D7 ES CS CD BB 

§ EA 

BB 
3E 00 28 FS CD 
o 7 oO 

2c 

Type RAND USR 16514] 
newline. The screen should go] 
blank until you press a key. Use 
instead of 123 IF INKEYS="* " 
THEN GOTO 123 

Test 2; Routine (b) 
Entei 

10 DIM CS (38) or number of 
valid keys + 2 

20 LET CS="‘ABCDEFG*" 
or valid keys + a * 

30 LET X=USR 16530 
40 PRINT X 

When RUN the screen will 
again be blank, but this time the 
program will only continue when} 
a key held in CS is pressed. 

‘Test 3; Routine (c) 
Replace line 30 with 

LET X=USR 16560 
‘When RUN this time the pro- 

gram will continue immediately a 
Valid key is pressed and also after 
about 7-10 seconds if no valid key 
was pressed, but X is given the 
value 0. A line like 
IF X=0THEN GOTO 

can be used. 
The length of delay can be 

altered by POKEing address 
16567 with a value between | and 

, ie POKE 16567,1,_ slight 
pause or POKE 16567,255, very 
Tong wait 

Test 4; Routine (d) 
Replace existing lines (with the 

same numbers) with 
30 LET CS/ (7)=CHRS 118 
NEWLINE code, to allow user to 
press newline when finished. One 
character before the CS * leave a 
space for it. 
40 LET AS =" 
50 FOR |= 1 to USR 16607 ~ 1 
GO LET AS= AS + CHRS (PEEK 

(16637 + 1)) 
NEXT | 
80 PRINT at 21,0;A8 
As you will see, when you press 

valid key it will be printed at the 
present PRINT position, so a line 
PRINT “WHAT IS’ YOUR 
NAME"; will allow the 
characters to be entered after the 
message. 

Pressing NEWLINE ter 
minates the message and line 64 rerives and stores tin AS. 9) 
CS consisted of numerical 
char 
used to retrieve the value. 

A word of warning — the 
characters inputted by routine (d) 
are stored in the spare bytes at the 
end of the REM. As it is, a max 
imum of 32 characters may be us 
ed — any more, and the whole 
program will be destroyed 

You can of course allow for ex- 
tra by increasing the size of the 
REM at the start, A REM of 834 
characters will aliow you to type 
in a whole screenfull, though this 
isn’t very practical 

Once all the routines are work. 
ing, it is worth deleting all lines 
except for | REM and 10 DIM CS 
(N), perhaps adding a few ge 
nuine REMS such as 2REMUSR 
16514=any key etc, and save ita 
few times. 
When you next program, load 

this first and you have a set of in 
put routines pre-programmed for 
use. 

Program 1 
9000 PRINT “ADDRESS TO. 

START? 
9010 INPUT A 
9020 PRINT A 
9030 LET AS =" 
940 LET X=0 
9080 IF AS =" " THEN INPUT 

AS 
9060 IF AS ="“S"" THEN STOP 
9070 IF X= 0 THEN SCROLL 
9080 IF X= 0 THEN PRINT A; 

9090 PRINT AS(TO 2} 
9100 POKE _A,16*CODE 

CODE AS(2)~ 476 
OOLETA=A+1 
9120 LET AS=AS (3 TO) 
9130 LET X=X +1 
9140 1F X = 6 THEN GOTO 9040 
9150 GOTO 9050, 
9200 PRINT “START 

RESS ?”" 
9210 INPUT A 
9220 FOR 1=010 21 

ADD: 



rp-------------- 
POOLS PREDICTION 

‘POOLSWINNER’ 
diva ornve homes ot aveya.osed on Wo Slabases No ove 20.00 ets 
\Ctfne databases te aoa updated 9s vasuts are ersared 

Can be used n'ampe mode. or win parame adustments 10 GAVE you 
now for Ape le, Specium (48K), Dragen. 2x81 

mene 500 
‘POOLSDATA’ 

or your analyse Stare anaives tor Ago. Spactum 2X8), BOY 

SELEC SOFTWARE How See i cen, ES 

= 

hee ee ee ee 

SOFTWARE * T199/4A PRODUCTS * 
BLAST IT As reviewed in H.C.W, Disarm Bombs in 

order with a wire quided Robot, Time Limit, 
Hall of Fame, 5 levels of play etc. 

CODE BREAK Code Break only reviewed in H.C.W. A master 
73D MAZE mind (game) like programme 3D maze added 

for extra value 
CORE Under review in H.C.W. Fly past Birds and 

Planes to arrive at the caves and on to the maze 
and colour full ending, 
All @ £3.50 each (£2,00 refund against further 
purchase if returned within 21 days) 

HARDWARE | Cossotte leads single £4.25 Dual £5.45 Cassette ith Du eo eagterar e248 wth sgl ead £28.73 a ead £29.75 All prices inclusive SAE. or illustrated CHRISTINE COMPUTING, FLORENCE CLOSE, WaTFOnGN ‘Tei: 09273 72981 L 

9230 SCROLL 
9240 PRINT A;**: "5 
9250 FOR J=0'TO $ 
9260 LET P=PEEK A 
9270 LET N=INT (P/16) 
9280 PRINT CHRS (N +28); 

CHRS (P-16*N + 28);"" 
2WLETA=A+1 
9300 NEXT J 
9310 NEXT | 
9320 IF CODE INKEYS 118 

THEN GOTO 9320 
93380 GOTO 9220 

WED MT 
SILVERLIND LTD. 156 Newton Road, Burton-on-Trent 

‘Staffs, DE15 OTR. Te! (0283) 63987 

ENJOY MATHS ABK Spectrum £8,00 
A suite of 4 programs most suited for the 8-14 year age range 
and ideal for use in the classroom. Imaginative use of colour 
nd optional sound motivate interest and learning 
)Tables Multiplication or division, The computer ques: 

tions on a mixture up 10 the 12 times table, oF on 
‘one table as specified up to the 99 times table. 

Finds — Introduces the solving of equations, with 9 levels 
of difficulty. 

Ui)Polygon Wustrates the common polygons and provides 
jet notes - special attention being given to tri 

angles and quadrilaterals. Pupils are then tested 
6h their understanding, 

iviArea Teaches how to find the areas of irregular shapes, 
rectangles, parallelograms and triangles and tests 
pupils understanding 

Where appropriate, results are stored for later evaluation. Re. 
suits and other important screen displays can be printed if 
required, 
TOWNTEST BBC/B £6.50 
A very usetul aid for teaching Geography in primary schools, 

is program tests pupils” knowledge of the locations of 
najor towns and cities in England, Scotland and Wales, Wel 

Presented, with a high-resolution map, 
BIOLOGY B8c/8 £12.60 
A suite of programs using text, animated diagrams, exampies, 
and questions to assist in the understanding of Biology t6 
€SE,"O" and A’ Level standards. Most suited to individual 
Use by students, these programs also contain material teach- 
fers can extract for classroam demonstration. Topics covered 
include the Eye, Ear, Heart, Blood and Circulation, Skeleton, 
Female reproduction, Genetics, Biochemistry and the Central 
Nervous System. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING & VAT 
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2S a a ee ey 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Last Sunset it which you ry to get to the core 

for Lattica Arie miei Hai. cee 
48K £5.50 can pick up things along the way keys get to a higher level, and Technology power pills give you extra’ liv st Road, Or with Tour), Only a 

of the 

Arcade Software Our jury 
returns its 
verdicts 

this game true graphical know the best route j 

fire, “Andon ies othe con You (which the in 
the fans of either type. Bain 

when hit 
when it This has been achieved by cer ain sacrifices to the concepts to 

In the dock are five Spectrum along a maze 10 a control core,” ¥nich should not happen) 
games. The evidence has been sere 8 bomnb i st to destroy hae 
considered. . .and now it’s roids patrol the maze and shoot Pievahiiey ies 

time for the decisions nant it 8 realtime game, you FeO aoney $0 
roids in th maze withthe Spec 

when compared with the lalest-—-another £15 seems a lor just (or ersion of offering from. Ultimate, games. This beginners: duck a Scramble Megadodo or Imagine. Similar: Just £6.30 caves the: pane asd Orbiter Per ly, tlle pages and character sets ives youl a great deal ton yane Noor Ae very unsophisticated money DM Ie looks as f Work Force ha 

As sch this is. yery wor 
dare fariy rude £100 or 0 on 4 conpne, aa aid 

Base 
Invaders/ 

Scramble/High 
Noon £6.50 

Work Force, 140 Wilsden 
Avenue, Luton, Bedi playability 

aphics Work Force aimed to produce 
L,P.”” of Spectrum game 

the new. user, From other 
sources, these games would cost | 

Splat But it must be sus 
£5.50 

Incentive Software, $4 London 
Street, Reading, Berks 

dling which is flex nderworm 
WoIsk £5.50 rept variation on in the sense that they Ring up for the 

e from their boxe : 

9" as ther owner 
esting things to do 
nuuters 

the game is well 

of discovery 
ormilike bod 

Havens 04 
Whitehaven, Cumt nny 0% 

ed, death BY 
"Oy cars and whatever 

and this is, the only tin 
o You, don't drink the 

Heat quid, Sulphuric acid doe 

all, ag 

This is a rather different develop. 
ment of the gi ideas of the 
Pacman games 

You are in’a maze, which 
‘moves about the screen, carrying 
you with it. If you are carried 10 
the edge, you are splaited, and 
have to ‘try again. Meanwhile 
you need to pick up points by 

me very good of a poo 
who must 

ough 
ening ood advent 

aithough 
collecting grass and other things - cack thi There are seven levels {0 ex le, and this must ic was 50 dificul 10 cto re 
plore, and you ean opt for fo © the creation of ne, in order 10 review it Ih ea so 
different control formats. Th ey wh Chri 1, hed 10. cs instruction oo" 
maze is well defined, but a {i loading proceeded, Da Chatthe whole progr’ playabil a0" 
cramped, and sometimes offer I ithen proceeded BUDE oy 90% 
‘no possibility of escape as it car- instruction: branch of the tree alue fo 
ries you towards the surrounding playability 
brick wall. The grass is nicely graphics 
done alue 
ihisinm, irienorentiely tor, ES 

convolut 
proce pressed by 

Twas particularly imp 

The Detective = 3ysii,0". seat ienast  Gnceetsten eons 
BK ES.5O tact win ce, and can shoot esl the Om ctr ty Tne he hopes nied ye 

Road, Orpington, Kent soMte can also walk, briskly and him. Fortunately, when the man pa 

The psn of ne ame (SAN dane tough the andicanpesonibe se, paragn 

Tore MRE AV : in The first impression is that levels to the game, but it was no Spey eee 

little man, while col 



ATTENTION! 

get this, the... 

Only 

£48.00 
complete, inclusive of 

VAT, post and packaging 
in the UK only. 

It's the high speed computer phone link you have b2en waiting for 
Transmits/receives at 1,000 Baud: Three times the speed of most other 
acoustic modems (including professionals) 
Economic to use: Communcates data direct between compatible users 
Typically 120,000 bits per two minutes of telephone time. (Cheaper than a first 
class letter.) Also twelve times taster than a telex. 
jimple to operate: Connects directly to your cassette input/output sockets 

Use your home computer like an on line terminal. Link up with your friends by 
telephone or cable 
The Micro-Myte 60, in its sturdy moulded plastic housing, complements your 
home computer equipment 

YOU CAN PRE-RECORD PROGRAM OR SCREEN 
CONTENTS ON TAPE. YOU CAN TRANSMIT 
OFF TAPE OVER THE PHONE AND YOU CAN 

RECEIVE ON TAPE. 

1am a 2X81/Spectrum user (specity Micro-Myte 
Please send me....Micro-Myte 60 modem(s) Communications Ltd 
each. | enclose cheque/postal order, payable to Polo House 
jicro-Myte s Ltd. 27 Prince St. 

Name Telephone. Bristol 1 
Address Telephone (0272) 299373 

Callers welcome 

Micro-Myte 
60 L 

- all ZX81 (16K) and Spectrum (48K) users - 

No fuss, no hidden 
extras, no rental 

costs 
Each kit comprises an 
acoustic modem, 2X81 and 
Spectrum software on 

sette, connection cable 
and operating instructions, 
together with a twelve month 

guarantee. 

STOP PRESS! 
icro-Myte 60 will 

perate with all makes 
nputer 

software 
ome cor 

available soon 

YOU CAN NOW 
TRANSMIT AND 

RECEIVE 
OFF TAPE! 
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=o 
145 | Eee ucoamcty T ng Weekly, 

on a 0 ode 5 caring Cross Road; London Dig eae 
inimepaecaunitel | £ Done forget to name pal enttiei al 
of help to others unsure j ns people's programs and then 

| Whether tovakethe plunges, uter — the best debugging. them. What's 

i MAAS ae letter could wint £5-worth of ee 
Peer mtorr ine . Queries cannot be Rade of ue, anatase | 

| ell as o miccocomputer an answered on this page ion with it, especially with 

T have been 

aceess (0 a telephone, users some of ihe adventure 

ware and a suitable modem. fon), and terminate access to | Mind telling me what the These are supplied via Prestel dog-off) ignificance ofthe native 
Micronet 800 at very com Sitting sulgmaticlogon | woman in the guarded clear 
petitive price. For the | from the menu allows you ta | Hg is? Or i she just there 10 add local colour? 

I've now bought 4 48K 
Spectrum, and boy, doesn't 
it show up the "81 graphics’ 
omit. My en ear 
sometime. My ten-year-old 
daughter now uses the ‘81 
altogether I still use il to try 

‘out programs and play games 
‘Where is all this leading 

to? I'd just like to point out 
that ladies also. use com: 
puters, 30 why isthe soflware 
available so male-orientated? 

{'vea feeling the only answer 
is to get stuck in, and write 

Computers can change 
your life — be warned! Ever | 
thought of a computer as a 
dieting aid? Well, mine is, 
get so involved with what I'm 
doing that I tend to forget the 

TRS-80 Model 1 they cost dial the local Prestel number £59.95. Model ILI users have When a continuous tone is 
to pay £64.95 but their soft A heard, you place the handset 
ware is on disk and requires alse 8.0 4 045 ets. | in the modem and if all is OK 
4HK of memory, Both users a Prestel welcome page Will need the RS-232C cireuit displayed on the video 
board installed sercen, Enter your password, 

Wheilier the system and away you g0 
1 value for money really I have experienced one or 

pendson how much you're wo problems with the 
woing (0 use i, For example system. There was & minor 
Micronet “boast bug in the software provided, 
mailbox" service whereby a lease copy member can leave message ill, | am sure, be cor | for other members by util sed before the main batch 

} ing their machines. The is released, 
disadvantage is that messages Occasionally you do ex: 
can be left unseen for days at periencea bad telephone con. 
time if you don’t dial into neclion and obtain ‘garbage 
Micromet ‘on the screen, In this case just 

A facility that is likely to log off, replace the telephone 
have many advantages in th and stutt again. 
futures purchasing produc The other problem, ‘over. the telephone line. A jlephone charges. [have 
number of companies have | Torah May ee time, and the little things like 

|_| praesin Presietthatorterihs | tung, Micronet, bu iis | king meals, and baking vice td they urualy ak fou to'be hae Does my figure a power of 
good, but every so often my 
husband comes in, and re: 
quests nourishment, My rep: 
Iy to him to go and see what 

| toracredit card numberto be 
keyed nas well as your 
hoice of product 

‘Keeping an eye on the 
lock gives you a good idea of 

the telephone bill hat You are 
There are at least 100 free Yu thie Ga the TREAO Model | fe can find doesn’t go down ygrams that can be directly | Fea ene TR Mode! T coo well, and when Idocook, | foaded into. your machine 

These program 
main, load succes 
ate of the quality 

ould find in most 
wines. ‘There are also 

ree educational programs, 

See eee eo aa, | ee ee David Rae eeme : Lene ee 
| ‘Work is necessary evil, 10 | eee 

style 10 which it has become 
utilities and business pro- 2 | accustomed. Do you think Hal | re got the go compulerit Around 804% ofthe Prestel | comput ‘wel Back ote Spec 
fdditon to. te. tekphone | rit! | Patricia Bates, North charges, providing you use 
the system in ‘off-peak 
times. Most of these are data 
pages containing such thing 
as local events by area, train 
times and costs (have you 
ever sit wailing for Britis 
Rail to answer a telephone 

f call for a train time?) 
Subscribers are sent a 

Prestel directory every thre 
months and the current issue 
has 20 pages of entric 

| (Classified by subject), 
Using Micronet is fairly 

simple, First you must con: 
nest the modem to a powe 
‘point and to the RS232C port 
6n your computer. Ther 
after loading the software 

Walsham, Norfolk 

tcmateeses | ke Software winner | 

stadia basics al arsenate 

that is provided, the user i He now leaves the room | Munch Maze program in presented with 'x series of | when I play ssue 7, menus. One of these takes I'm not the world’s you to the sub-menu that 
allows you to dial into (log- atest programmer — yet | R, Bates 

‘m working on it. Givemea | Worsley, Manchester 
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Games of the unexpected 
for the unafraid... 
THE WHITE BARROWS 
Somewhere amid this maze of burial chambers lurks an Evil 
Sorcerer whom you need to trap. Trouble is, he’s protected 
by Trolls, Dwarves, Serpents and the occasional Dragon or two! 
Your magic staff will block the tunnel to prevent him 
‘escaping unless, that is, he outwits you. 
A real brain twister, White Barrows requires both brains 
‘and brawn from its players. It’s no good just hacking 
your way through the Barrows and hoping to fall over 
the Sorcerer. Eventually you'll meet a Dragon, and 
they don’t hack easily! You'll need all your strength 
and cunning to survive this one for long. 
THE WHITE BARROWS Only £6.50 ail inclusive! 

CELLS AND SERPENTS 
More monsters than you ever thought could live 
behind your keyboard. Wander the hills in search 
of gold and glory but be very, very careful where 
you tread! There are things here that will make 
your wildest nightmares look like Julie Andrews. 
Fancy meeting a Mind Flyer, for example? Or how 
about shaking hands with an Asmodeus? (You'll 
only do that once!) Treasure is here to be found 
though. . . the hard way. 

‘See just how good you really are at 
adventuring with this practically unsurvivable 
fantasy. Not for the faint of heart or the slow of 
sword. 
CELLS AND SERPENTS Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

** SPECIAL DEAL ** 
Both programs for only £11.45 all inclusive! 

Our Adventure Series programs are available on 
tape for the following systems: 
Commodore VIC-20 (not available for White 
Barrows), Commodore PET, Sharp MZ-80A and 
MZ-80K, Tandy TRS-80 Model 1, BBC Model B 
or 32K Model A, Atari 400 and 800, Sinclair 48K 
2X Spectrum. 

(dees 

ASP Software, ASP Ltd, | am enclosing my Cheque/Postal Order/Money Order 
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE (delete as necessary) for £ (payable to ASP Ltd) 

rd (delete as necessary) 

Please send me . . . tape(s) of the following programs: 
The White Barrows @£6.50each _Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include your postcode 
Celisand Serpents NAME (Mr/Ms) 
Both tapes at special price ADDRESS 
My systemisa computer 

POSTCODE 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME Signature Date 



‘NOW WIN THE POOLS’ 
‘THIS IS MEANT FOR YOU — ESPECIALLY IF YOU USE A SINCLAIR ZX81 or SINCLAIR SPECTRUM COMPU’ ‘or even ANY COMPUTER. 

HAVE YOU EVER HAD THAT DREAM OR EVER WISHED THAT YOU HAD “WON ON THE POOLS” — AT LAST YOU CAN TURN IT INTO REALITY, 
‘THERE IS A SECRET OF “HOW TO WIN ON THE FOOTBALL POOL 

A LONG TIME AGO — NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME I'M PREPARED 
— IT CAN BE DONE. I DISCOVERED THE SECRET. 

‘TO SHARE IT WITH YOU. 
HOW DOES THIS INTEREST YOU — I HAVE DOCUME! NTARY EVIDENCE BY WAY OF POOLS WINNINGS DIVIDEND SLIPS! CANCELLED CHEQUES, etc, SHOWING MY PRESENT WINS ON THE POOLS AS FOLLOWS:— 

First Dividends Second Dividends Third Dividends 
765 1,818. 2942 1,952 

Fourth Dividends Fifth Dividends Sixth Dividends 
631 3 

A GRAND TOTAL OF 8,201 (EIGHT THOUSAND, TWO HUNDRED AND ONE DIVIDENDS — so far) 
1 HOLD THE UNCHALLENGED WORLD'S RECORD FOR POOLS WINS 

1AM MARING THIS VERY SPECIAL, REDUCED PRICE OFFER TO READERS OF HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONTY 
Do not let anyone tell you that i is mpossible to "WIN ON THE POOLS” — since I perfected my neta, HAVE WON REGULARLY for over 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS ~ proof that itis no 
Mash e-thespa 
have CHALLENGED THE WORLD with my record of wins and with all the evidence that f 
possess — NO-ONE has ever been able wo accept the 
‘Challenge — KNOW NO ONE EVER WILL 
MY SECRET IS NOW PLACED ONTO COMPUTER CASSETTE FOR YOU. 
THE METHOD IS THE GREATEST TREBLE 
CHANCE WINNER IN THE HISTORY OF 
FOOTHALL POOLS — IT WILL LAST 
FOREVER ~ ROTH FOR ENGLISH AND. 
AUSTRALIAN FOOTBALL POOLS, WITH 
EQUAL SUCCESS, 
1 now intend to give a limited number of people the 
‘opportunity of making use of my method ~ perfected over 25 years and provity ite on EVERY ONE. OF THOSE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS, 
‘You will have noted details of my personal 
achievements 50 fr, a8 ven to Jou above 
A GRAND TOTAL of 8,201, yes 8,201 POOLS 
DIVIDENDS, including 768 FIRST DIVIDENDS, 
‘My Pools Winnings Dividend slip sow number so 
‘many, that they fll avery lange suitcase and wall and as my evidence ofall claims in ANY COURT 
(OF LAW IN THE WHOLE WORLD, 
‘Taking just the past 25 year into considera 
have won ON AVERAGE over 328, (THREE 
HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHT) Poois 
Dividends EVERY YEAR — or ~ AN AVERAGE of over SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY WEEK for 
TWENTY—FIVE YEARS, 

1 do have losing weeks, but ON AVERAGE my Winnings show over SIX DIVIDENDS EVERY WEEK forthe past 25 years. 
{know that you are now utterly flabbergasted, i 
always happens ro everyone with whost I come into 
‘contact, Please just sit back and imagine for 3 
‘omient my FIRST DIVIDEND win sione ~ they 
‘ow number 765 seven hundred and sixty-five) nd will probably be even more by the ime this, 
advertisement appears in print 
TAM NUMBER ONE IN THE WORLD AND NO ONE DISPUTES IT. 
For as long 3s I coatinue ro enter the Football Pools ‘my wins will contique, Ihave already sai, they apply, with equal success to both English and sraian Football Seasons. 
intend to release # STRICTLY LIMITED. 
NUMBER of copies of my cassette, (either 

ZXS1 of Sunclat Spectrum) — DO NOT DELAY AND FIND YOU ARE TOO LATE, in 
which case I would have 10 refund your moocy 

in at leat THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE DIVIDENDS in the fist 20 weeks of entering, I wil 
completely cancel the balance of the purchase price 
and you do not have to pay me anctber penny, 3t any 
time, no matter how vast our winnings 
only wish that space would allow me to give you photographs of my wincings slips, cancelled cheques, tc, but It 8 of course impossible — they now 
‘number 8,20] dividends. I have however given JUST A FEW EXTRACTS fiom ORIGINAL LETTERS {bold from my sali Clientele 
{Lary the Inventor and Sole Proprietor of my method, Reginiered as EUREKA — (I have found it), Iam nov as The Profesor is Pools 
the Highest Rank in Forecasting dispute. Tam macketing a limited number of Computes Cassetes, under ny Registered Company — FOOTBALL ENTERPRISES. 
[My initial charge for a copy was £75, but for this SPECIAL REDUCED PRICE OFFER I will end you a copy, (for ZXS1 ot Spectrum) for £20, twenty Pounds) ONLY, plus your Promise to pay me the 

This is surely proof absolute of my supreme and 
‘tte confidence in my own abilities apd in the 
Capabilities of my discovery. I could easly 

00 per cassette on the evidence 1 possess, but would not be fair to everyone, which is what I wean 10 do, 
My method is WORLD COPYWRIGHT, any ingement aod immediate proceedings wil be 
taken, without prior warning, Wi truly ingenious 
ad has stood the test of tine. 

be given FULL DETAILS for weekly ealulating Your entry need not involve you in aty large weekly stakes, you can entet for as litle as 25p, i you wish 
I charge NO COMMISSION on any of your wins — 
‘0 matter how BIG they miay be 
1 realised 4 Jong time ago, tha it was no good siting down and dreaming about wining the pools, 301 
burnt the candle at both ends, working late into the 
ight, occasionally RIGHT THROUGH THE 
NIGHT, I KNEW there was « way, eventually it all paid off and has been doing 0 ever since 
{Lam unable to vary my offer to anyone, s0 please do "ot request i, 38 T shall very easly dispone Of the ‘camettes I have prepared and am making available 
IMMEDIATELY 1 perfected my method 1 smenced wining right away, (ts with just & 

tle £163, the frst week I ued i), HAVE 
NEVER LOOKED HACK SINCE, amongst all those dividends was one for over EIGHT. THOUSAND POUNDS for just one eighth of a penny stake. 
1 will release 4 copy on cassette, to you, on receipt of the completed order form and your Signature 
thereon, confirming you will teats in the 
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE between us and eetain 
‘for your OWN USE ONLY, 
PLEASE NOTE: 
I'you happen to be the proud owner of a Computer, Dalance of £55 “ONLY IF YOU WIN AT LEAST other than a Sincair ZXS1 or Sinclair Spectur, You bave my absolute Guarantee ofthe complete THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE DIVIDENDS you can stll purchase a copy of my method for the authenticity of every claim, cheque, document, eter, IN YOUR FIRST 20 WEEKS OF ENTERING — same pice and program it YOURSELF on to et, contained herein, 

Don't take my word for it read what people write about me and my methou:— 
won on Zeters lst econ 1 as no big sum, but il he same it sat a ery mice ‘rprite for me. 1, Lanes, 
appreciate the sraghtforoand method you adopt, which is sch a contrast 10 the ‘rubbish of mirepresentation hich 10 common in the Betting World, by umacapulns ‘ond elf opinionated charlatans. CH, Devon 

DN,, Devon 
RR, Wales 

1 should lke 10 thank you for a most exciting season and look forcard to hearing from Sou again JC, Hants 

Winnings cheque reed tay, sincere thanks. 
1 congratulate you on your achievement 

1 would tke 1 acknocsledge cheyue and ray hoes much L appreciate your integie. 
YM, Scotland 

‘Many thanks for your system, i i all you say aid more JC, Lancs 
Your zonder sytem wom me £3,527. I intend visit London soon and il beable to come and see you persomally, (Overseas Clie). P.M, Kampala 
‘Many thanks for trying so hard 1 please us al, yur brother should be thanked as One of our dauphiers, WHOSE HUSBAND VOU HELPED ENORMOUSL as ust phoned, the four of them have just spent a loely holiday be Spare. 

KR Isle of Man. 

‘otherwise you owe me NOTHING FURTHER YOUR OWN COMPUTER, 
1 sent in my FIRST entry last weck and won 2nd and 3rd dividends, as you wile from the encloed cerifcae. One more and I weuld hace cllested vce £400 for FIRST <ividend. Once Ie soma ft amount I shall be staking from scings and at 2p per line, A FIRST DIVIDEND lust weth at thit would have ben over £3,000 

GaAs Yorks 
{am very interested indeed and enclose £20 herewith. I agree to pay you the balance of £55 ONLY if I win at least THREE FIRST TREBLE CHANCE DIVIDENDS in my frst 20 weeks of entering — otherwise I owe you NOTHING FURTHER at anytime — no matter how much money I win, My Signature below {is my Undertabing to retain complete and absolute confidence about the method, 
Name 

Pease tick i cassette is for: 
Sinclair 2X81 (16K) 

clair Spectrum (48K) 
‘Any other Computer 

Haverfordwest, Pembs. 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

35p per word — Trade a= 01-437 1002 
25p per word — Private EXT 282. 

Send your requirements to: 
Debra Stupple 

All advertisements in this st be prepa ASP LTD. 
Advertisements are accepted subject 10 th s 145 
conditions printed on the advertisemy 

| CS | CO 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

haring Cross Road, 
London WC2H OE! 

| 
1 BEC. TI Epson | Seltware Exchange you ; on ALL YOUR CASSETTE 
| Peas agate mac Witte | used software. Free ch A NEEDS 

for olhers phase phone oc wrieigr | US. SEC. (HCW) $ besrnpcemey cided 
H Sherborne Designs, Victory House Sie satis a Ze wees | || eee imer ome bine Rel BA. The Rank, North ba | Gite Setineen Libiag Ts eet pe Ubeay Se, 
| Trowbridge, Wilt. Te Roua. Menibeship i 

Les Wilson, 
intagel, Cornwall 

ach complete 
id, (HCW), 59 Mayfiel Also made-to-measure s¢ e 

‘Way. Harwell, Leicester LE9 SBL 
cd Barclaycard, 

DO YOU OFFER A 
| bated | RECRUITMENT SERVICE PEOPLE IN 

Computer and accessories, So con COMPUTING TEE ae 
} ; ie abou, REQUIRE? IF SO WHY rene i H venient to keep your equipment only £3.00, send SAE: 10 Pouerill 

i safe, tidy and ready for use on a NOT TELL THEM Lane, Sutton, Hull HUT 4TF 
tl mobile unit, How have you man ABOUT IT? 7 z 

ed without one. Solid wood frame RING 01-437 1002 2XB1 16K Menotch keyboard. vo 
| recessed upper & lower selves EXT 282 TO APPEAR k Capel 
| Send. now Tor further inforroation : IT aires Me) a 301 0422 

to Setcraft, Sussex Ltd, 32 Walpole bi SECTION. 
Ave, Worthing, Sussex BN12 4PL 

| ies ASSEMBLY 
| PROGRAMS MAKE ; 
H MONEY LANGUAGE Senate ee } SELL YOUR with high res graphics | | estes | | PROGRAMMERS | || 022222" AND EASILY 7 

1) THROUGH H.C.W. We urgently require 30 
SOFTWARE SECTION. | RING 01-437 1002 Assembly Language Programmers 

' conversant with one or more of 

| 6502 Z80 6809. 
i bet aang Applicants must be prepared to work ny (8.9 al Aa 
P| ached full-time in Liverpool and will U4 Norbeck Road, Norbeck 

, ickpool, Lancashire 
| | Shon 9S SUTTER COL be remunerated well. ) $91402 POTENT toby ag eae 

Application by phone or in writing to 
| Tim Best, 
{ Imagine House, 

5 Sir Thomas Street, Liverpool. a 
h Tel: 051-236 8100. SAE Cit Merion Lil 

Shakespeare Street, Glasgow G20 
BLE 
Andromeda Software presents 
outstanding value for the T199/4A 

and TI Cricket in Exbas 
ind. for unexpanded 

ailable soon for other 
computers. Superb quality 
£4,99 cach, SAE for more detail 
Wells Street, Haslingd 
Lancashire 

QUICK SHOT s 
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as 
U.S.A. SOFTWARE 

og It — Flight Simulator 
pla 

play. IncUl Basi. £89 SAE for catalogue 
MIND GAMES (HOW) 

2 Frome Close, Irby, Wirral L614YD. 

YES, THAT'S 
RIGHT, 

CAPTAIN 
PHOENIX! 

Bluckjack and Brag. Full graph 
ward games for 16/48K Spectruin 

Send £2.95 to: _Aperks, S Stavely 
Walk, Royton, Oldham O12 6YI 

TANTERN SOFTWARE 
1199/44 

malty arcade games und 
Troll King and 

SANE, tarde 
Tenterden 

SOFTWARE 
APPLICATIONS 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

Simply the best. Cop 

area so full ize progr 
over 3.7K (OK for 16K mae 

bbe copied. PLUS FREE He 
Reader progr 

Despatched bs fir class return of 
Send cheque! PO for £4.95. 

MEDSOFT 
61 Arden Road, Doncaster, 

South Yorks DN2 SER. 
IT. CAN EVEN COP 

BBC MODEL B 
Fina 

‘Compound In 
Repayment 
‘Schools 

+ 0p, pep 
beginners 

INWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

LITTLEHAMPTON FAL-SOFT 
COMPUTERS 

GAMER 
24 Gloucester Road, 
Brighton, Sussex. 
Tel: 0273 698424. 

Open: Mon-Sat 9am-5.30pm 
Stockists of — Atari, VIC, 

ICBM-64, Dragon, Spectrum, Orie 
Sord, Aquarius, Sharp, Epson and 

Miracle 

VidEO GALARS 
NO. 1 FOR HOME COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE 

199.95 168.98 

SPECTRUM TEXAS 
oftware/hardware” Books always in 

ESTUARY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 301, Vicioria Avenues SOUTHEND, sen, Tei 43508 

SPECTRUM 
PROGRAMS 

Gnasher £4.95, Arcadian 
] £4.95, Escape e498 

Backgammon £5.95. 

All 16K and many more 
Crossed cheques/ PO's to: 
VYAJYS HK or SAE, For 
full list to VYASYS HX, U1 
Margaret Avenue, St. Austell 

Cornwall, 

4 Business micro 
nt and sold. Apple 

equipment always required. Tel: 
344 84423 

BUY OR SELL 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H,C.W 
H.WARE SECTION. IE 
YOU'VE ALREADY 
BOUGHT WHY NOT 
ADD-ON? MAKE SURE 
YOU APPEAR IN THE 

RIGHT SECTION, 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 282 

1. Shere, 16 Lo Mesto 
HS16 IDY. Te: (0272) 68512, 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAI 

CHEMISTRY EXAMS? 
NO PROBLEM WITH ALCHEMY 

SOFTWARE 
FORMULAE and CALCULATIONS 

(or O/ CSE each with extensive note 
for ZX¥1 and SPECTRUM. Send SAE for details 

ALCHEMY, 78 
TWEENDYKES ROAD, HULL 

TI99/4A_independan Britain's 

40 Barshill, Patcham, BN 

Tangerine created Orie, now 
T.U.G, creates the rest. A 

support. Menthly new : 
Adve and w 

Spectrum 
Spectrum 48K 

tly £133.98 
popular home compute ‘mclusing BHC 

VIDEO GALAXY 
3 CHISWICK HIGH ROAD 

LONDON W4 

CASTLEHURST LTD 

SOFT MACHINE 

A large sek D 
fiware, books and 

accenories available Spectrum, BBC, Dragon, Vie-30 id Commmodore-64 mcrovonipule 
7X8 

All Imagine Tapes at £4.75 
Manic Miner at £4.95 

Send cash with order or SAE. 
For full list 

All callers welcome at 1, The 
Parade, Lower Richmond 
Road, Richmond, 

of Rugbs Ld. 377 Bank St Rugbs. 
Tels O788 682786 PHOENIN SOFTWARE CENTRE [[ Sotteare for Aras, BBC, Dragon 

Yeosil, Somerset 83 

TEL: 0 04 4947 

FOR BBC, SPECTRUM & 
ALL LEADING MICRO'S 
STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

TH The Parade 
RB sSitverdate, Neweasite 
— 0782 636911 

Official dealers for 
Commodore, Sinclair, & 
Acorn. BBC service and 
information centre 

Huge range of hardware and 
‘ed up 

department 

7 

nes) 

THE GAMES SHOP AND 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

CENTRE TEL NO. 0224-643740 
ace, Aberdeen ABI IX 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 

ertise nationally for only 25p Private, 3Sp 
per word (minimum charge 15 words) 
print your message in the coupon and 

with your cheque or postal order made 
le to Argus Specialist Publications Lid to 

ASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
haring Cross Rd., London WC2H OEE 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

se place my advert in Home Cot 
indicate number of insertic 

juting Weekly for weeks 
quired 

A. 8. N. COMPUTER Am gone 
SERVICES LIMITE Gon 90 

ANNOUNC 

Top USA Software at Discount Prices 
At least 20% Discount from Top Selling US 

Software 

k at These: z 5 
our C7 $56 

RRP of . 512° 
Zakkon sof 33.00 2 asic {> 50 
Jumpman ari CBOS 33.04 pe? i 0"9 

Atari 41.70 30.0K oN § 
Temple of Apshai Atari ext MOF ser 90 

CB64, IBM 3 z 

B64, IBM. 

33.00 25 ens 
Zork Uo I — tnfosom — Atari, PASTOL TRA ost sy 

o sHO™~ oF ; 
All Prices include VAT and Post & Packing is Free (UK ue! de 
mainland only). This is just a selection. We have over R clu 
500 Games/Utilities/Educational and Business pro sl cc AT in \ist 
grammes to choose from. To obtain up to the minute in. 
fo on any programme, telephone our Hot Line — 07842 
57599. 

(Export Orders Welcome) 

Send all orders with cheque P/O ete toz 

A.S.N. COMPUTER SERVICES LTD, 
Dept. H.C.W., 89 Station Crescent, 

Ashford, Middx. 
now 4 vo Heo rel: 
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~ INTRODUCING 16/48. 
THE NEW MONTHLY 

COMPUTER MAGAZINE 
WE’ VE GOT TAPED. 

Forget about listings, copy WIN A DIGITAL TRACER 
typing, crashed programs and OR A LIGHT PEN 
miSprints. Move into a new a With the help of 
era with the machine te the machine code 
readable monthly. in our first com- 

Every month petition, you will 
you get News, produce high speed 
Reviews, Games and animation you never thought 
Educational programs. possible. Combine a little skill with 
Month by month you can with lots of imagination and you could 
build a library of useful be our first winner. 
machine code routines to give 
your software that professional finish. 16/48 CONTAINS ONLY ORIGINAL MATERIAL 
@here are help features for isons ; erst fers include... 

opter — shoot an en fly! 

programmers and for adventurers and Stroke 4 — High speed educational animation 
every month great prizes to be won in Soundfx —a machine code noise library 

H iti Dungeons and Green Men - expert help for 
our exciting competition. reluctant prisoners and goblin fodder. 

PLUS LOADS MORE TO LOAD 
ESPECIALLY COMPILED FOR YOUR 
SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM 
— 16/48 will run on 16K "3 oon 
7 and 48K machines. In asa sone 

p a fact the magazine 
knows which machine THE MONTHLY CASSETTE MAGAZINE 

; : FOR THE 16K & 48K ZX SPECTRUM 
you are using and automatically uses 

é Published by Magnetic Magazines Ltd., PO Box 180, 
the appropriate addresses. Kingston-upon-Thames, KT2 6AL. Surrey 
AVAILABLE IN BRANCHES OF W.H. SMITH, JOHN MENZIES AND OTHER LEADING NEWSAGENTS. LOOK OUT FOR THE LAUNCH ISSUE ON 13th OCTOBER 
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NEW HOME COMPUTER CABINET 

SPECIAL SHOW OFFER-~_ £79.95 
incl. VAT & Delivery 

Especially designed for your home computer system, 
whilst also accommodating your video recorder. 
Our cabinet has been custom designed after intensive 
consultation with P.C. users to provide maximum 
comfort and convenience during those long hours spent 
slaving over a hot micro. 

The cabinet includes many features not previously 
available, and as well as combining the very best 
aspects of modern furniture design, it provides an 
ergonomic and practical layout for all the major com 
ponents of your system. n 

In fact, we are proud to claim that your cabinet will look 
perfectly at home in your lounge, dining room, or even 
bedroom 

JUST CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES 

‘Smooth sliding shelf locks in position ust where you require it — and 
neatly glides away ater use 
The computer shell has been designed to allow adequate ‘Kr 
room’ for you to sit comfortably, and will avoid ‘programmers back: 
ache’ 
Adequate 100m to position tape recorder. printer, disc-drives, etc 
alongside computer for ease of use 

4 All cables neatly and safely out of sight, while allowing allunits tobe 
permanently connected if desired 
Lots of storage space for cassettes, cartridges, books. listing paper 
Joysticks, etc 
With shelves and doors closed. instantly becomes an elegant piece 
of furniture, 
The lower shelf accommodates all makes of video recorders 
currently available 

8 Smart teak etfect finish 
Supplied as a flat-pack. Very simple to assemble. using just a 
screwdriver. Full instructions Suppled 

TERMS OF OFFER Uk Mainland Custoniers only. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Cash with order or charge to one of the credit card 
ounts specified. Money bac (ot satisfied provided the goods are returned undamaged within 72 hrs of the customer taking receipt 

ORDER FORM 

se send me one of your new Home Computer Cabinets as advertised. 1 enclose my cheque for £79.95 or please debit my 

Access/Barclaycard No ..... ce Name (Block letters) " ceoee Signed ... 

Address 


